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Abstract

There is a deeply entrenched view in philosophy and physics, the closed systems view,

according to which isolated systems are conceived of as fundamental. On this view, when

a system is under the influence of its environment this is described in terms of a coupling

between it and a separate system which taken together are isolated. We argue against

this view, and in favor of the alternative open systems view, for which systems interacting

with their environment are conceived of as fundamental, and the environment’s influence

is represented via the dynamical equations that govern the system’s evolution. Taking

quantum theories of closed and open systems as our case study, and considering three al-

ternative notions of fundamentality: (i) ontic fundamentality, (ii) epistemic fundamentality,

and (iii) explanatory fundamentality, we argue that the open systems view is fundamental,

and that this has important implications for the philosophy of physics, the philosophy of

science, and for metaphysics.

1 Introduction

There is a deeply entrenched view in philosophy and physics according to which closed systems,

i.e., systems not interacting with other systems, are conceived of as fundamental. For Gottfried

Wilhelm Leibniz, for instance, the cosmos as a whole is an example of such a system; God

forms it and sets it in motion, but then stands outside of it and allows it to proceed ever after in

accordance with its own internal principles:

[T]he same force and vigor always remains in the world and only passes from

one part to another in agreement with the laws of nature and the beautiful pre-

established order. (Leibniz & Clarke, 2000, Leibniz’s first letter, sec. 4)

In the context of physics, a system is considered to be closed if it does not exchange en-

ergy, matter, heat, information or anything else with its environment,1 and there are reasons

stemming from physics to believe that the cosmos is the only closed system that truly exists.

For instance, it is well-known that gravity (unlike the, in many respects structurally similar,

electromagnetic field) cannot be shielded, thus every material object in the universe is subject
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to the influence of the gravitational field.2 Further, entangled correlations between spatially

separated systems as described by quantum theory also cannot be “shielded” and moreover do

not decrease with distance (Herbst et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2017). Even in a near perfect vacuum

like those which exist between galaxies, correctly describing a quantum system requires us to

consider the vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field (Zeh, 1970). Thus, if we are to

take seriously the idea that closed systems are fundamental, it seems that we must conclude,

with Jonathan Schaffer (2013), that “the cosmos is the one and only fundamental thing” (2013,

p. 67).3

Of course, physics is not only concerned with describing the cosmos. But when the influ-

ence of the rest of the cosmos, i.e., of the environment, on a particular system of interest, S,

is negligible in the context of a particular investigation, then it is legitimate, for the purposes

of that investigation, to treat S as closed. Further, in the case where the influence of the en-

vironment is not negligible we can model the system fundamentally in terms of a dynamical

coupling between S and a separate system E such that S and E together form a single closed

system. In this sense, the closed systems view has been highly successful in physics; and in

theoretical frameworks formulated from the closed systems view such as Hamiltonian mechan-

ics, results such as Noether’s Theorem intimately relate the concept of a closed system to the

existence of certain symmetries and corresponding conservation laws. The same can be said

of classical electrodynamics (though see Frisch, 2005), and similarly for quantum theory in its

standard formulation.

It is worth remarking, however, that the idea that the cosmos actually is a closed system has

never been unanimously held. Isaac Newton, for instance, considered the possibility of (and

even the need for) divine influence in the cosmos as a guard against it descending into chaos

(Newton, 1730, qu. 31, p. 402). It is also worth remarking that the methodology of the closed

systems view is of far less importance outside of the context of physics. Biology, notably, gen-

uinely conceives of the systems it deals with as open, i.e., as under the active influence of their

environment, and the same goes for large parts of economics,4 political science, psychology,

sociology and many other special sciences.5 One can say that unless there are special reasons

for describing the entities of a particular scientific domain as closed, in general it makes more

sense to conceive of them as open. Moreover there is no fundamental methodological require-

ment in any of these sciences to derive the dynamics of an open system from those of a larger

closed system. Far from being paradigmatic of the practice of science, physics, conducted in

2Zeh (2007, p. 56) discusses an interesting thought experiment originally due to Borel that shows how the

microstate of a gas in a vessel under normal conditions on Earth will be completely changed, within seconds, as a

result of the displacement of a mass of a few grams at around the distance of Sirius.
3See also Primas (1990, pp. 234, 243–244).
4Neoclassical economics, which represents markets as closed systems aiming at a state of equilibrium, is an

exception here. See, e.g., Jakimowicz (2020).
5It has long been noted that living organisms require the exchange of certain substances with their environment

to sustain their functions (see, e.g., von Bertalanffy, 1950). This led to the development of general systems theory

in the 1960s (von Bertalanffy, 1988). Roughly at the same time, a number of related fields that similarly construe

systems as genuinely open were established, including cybernetics (Wiener, 1950), information theory (Shannon

& Weaver, 1949) and the theory of complex (adaptive) systems (see, e.g., Ladyman & Wiesner (2020); Thurner,

Klimek, & Hanel (2018) and Waldrop (1993)). Other theories in which open systems figure centrally are as

diverse as Maturana and Varela’s theory of autopoietic systems (1980), Luhmann’s systems theory (2012) and

Haken’s synergetics (1983) which has found many applications in the natural and social sciences. The notion of

noise, a typical open systems phenomenon, also plays an important role in psychology and cognitive science (see,

e.g., Kahneman, Sibony, & Sunstein, 2021). Other examples include network theory (see, e.g., Jackson, 2010),

dynamical causal modeling (Weinberger, 2020), complex systems theory (see, e.g., Thurner et al., 2018), and the

construal of agents as open systems in artificial intelligence (see, e.g., Briegel & De las Cuevas (2012), Dunjko &

Briegel (2018) and Russell & Norvig (2021)).
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accordance with the closed systems view, stands out as the lonely exception, or so it would

seem.

The foregoing considerations motivate us to take a closer look at the status of the closed

systems view within physics, both at the methodology according to which the dynamics of an

open system S is fundamentally conceived in terms of a coupling between it and a separate

system E, as well at the metaphysical conception of the cosmos as itself a closed system. Upon

doing this we find that taking the closed systems view in physics is not without its prima facie

problems. There is no general principle of energy-momentum conservation in general relativ-

ity, for instance (see Curiel (2019); Hoefer (2000); Maudlin, Okon, & Sudarskyc (2020)); and

although standard models of cosmology (based on the Friedman-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker

solutions to the Einstein field equation) do describe the universe as closed, they are in many

cases based on strong idealizations introduced for little reason other than to simplify their as-

sociated mathematics (Smeenk & Ellis, 2017, Sec. 1.1). Particularly noteworthy is the scale

factor representing the universe’s size, which as Sloan (2021) points out, carries no physical

significance in itself. Thus, although our best cosmological models describe our universe as

a closed system, this does not necessarily mean that our universe actually is a closed system

(see also Gryb & Sloan, 2021; Sloan, 2018). Further, there are prima facie reasons, stemming

from the physics of black holes, to motivate describing the evolution of the cosmos as formally

similar to the evolution of an open system (Hawking, 1976a). But in this case, modeling such

dynamics as arising fundamentally from the dynamics of a larger closed system would seem to

make no physical sense. To be sure, these issues are controversial (see Wallace, 2020b). This

much can be said, however: Part of the problem with modeling the dynamics of the cosmos in

terms of the dynamics of an open system is that it would seem to run counter to quantum theory

and the fundamental dynamics described by it (see, e.g., Giddings, 2013, pp. 32–34).6

It seems, then, that in order to get to the core of the matter vis á vis the status of the closed

systems view in physics we must turn our attention to quantum theory, which is accordingly

our principal concern in this paper. And when we do this we find that there are actually two

theoretical frameworks through which we can describe quantum phenomena. The first of these,

formulated in accordance with the closed systems view, is standard quantum theory (ST). The

second is the general quantum theory of open systems (GT), which is formulated in accordance

with the open systems view. On the open systems view, open systems, i.e., systems evolving

under the influence of their environment, are conceived of as fundamental, and the dynamics

of an open system is not described in terms of a coupling between two systems; instead the

influence of the environment on a system is represented in the dynamical equations that govern

its evolution.

Over the course of this paper we will argue that GT is more fundamental than ST. In particu-

lar we will consider three alternative ways of cashing out the relation of relative fundamentality

between theoretical frameworks: (i) ontic fundamentality, which relates to the objects of a

theoretical framework, (ii) epistemic fundamentality, which relates to our knowledge of those

objects, and (iii) explanatory fundamentality. We will argue that GT is more fundamental than

ST regardless of which of these notions of relative fundamentality one chooses. On this basis

we will conclude that the open systems view is more fundamental than the closed systems view

in quantum theory, and further argue that the open systems view is more fundamental than the

closed systems view throughout science. Since there are no other options, it follows that the

open systems view is fundamental tout court, and we will discuss the important implications

this has for the foundations and philosophy of physics, the philosophy of science, and for our

metaphysical understanding of the cosmos as a whole.

6We will discuss this in more detail in Section 5.1.
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In more detail: We begin, in Section 2, by clarifying what we mean by the terms “theoreti-

cal framework,” “theory,” and “model,” and also what we mean by a “view”. Then in Sections

2.1 and 2.2, we present the conceptual cores of ST and GT, respectively, discussing the main

assumptions involved in the derivation of the Lindblad equation governing the evolution of an

important class of open systems, for the case of ST, in Section 2.1.2, and for the case of GT

in Section 2.2.1. In Section 2.2.2 we examine one of these (the complete positivity principle)

in more detail, arguing that while it is reasonable to enforce it in a framework formulated from

the closed systems point of view like ST, it is more natural, in general, not to enforce it in

GT, thus illustrating that GT has more expressive power than ST. In Section 3 we consider

how to interpret GT and ST. In the case of ST we focus on interpretations that take it to be

a candidate fundamental theoretical framework for physics. These are Everettian and ortho-

dox interpretations, broadly construed, where the former include (but are not exhausted by)

many-worlds interpretations, and the latter include Copenhagen, neo-Copenhagen, pragmatist,

relational, and QBist interpretations. We argue that for both Everettian and orthodox interpreta-

tions, the subject matter of ST, like the subject matter of GT, is open systems, despite the fact

that ST is formulated from the closed systems point of view.

In Section 4.1 we explicate the concept of an object of a theoretical framework as that

through which a framework’s subject matter is represented, and we consider the relation of rel-

ative ontic fundamentality as it obtains between frameworks. We argue, in turn, from the point

of view of orthodox, Everettian, and hidden-variable interpretations (which reject ST as a can-

didate fundamental framework) that, even if one only considers the dynamical descriptions that

can be made sense of in both frameworks, one should conclude that GT is ontologically more

fundamental than ST. In light of this we give a further argument for the relative fundamentality

of GT from more principled considerations that appeal to its greater expressive power, and

give an account of the general circumstances under which such an argument can be given that

clarifies the essential aspects of a view and how these work together. Finally, in case it is ob-

jected that the empirical success of ST undercuts the motivation to look for a more fundamental

theoretical framework in the first place, we argue that, on the contrary, the empirical success

of ST itself lends support to the view according to which we should conceive of the universe’s

dynamically evolving state in terms of the dynamically evolving state of an open system, the

most general form of which is described by GT.

Having argued that GT is more fundamental than ST if one cashes out the notion of rela-

tive fundamentality in ontic terms, we then consider two alternatives: epistemic fundamentality

(Section 4.2) and explanatory fundamentality (Section 4.3). In the case of epistemic funda-

mentality we consider two ways to explicate it: in terms of the relation of justification, and in

terms of the order in which we actually come to know an object of a theoretical framework in

the context of a particular empirical investigation. We argue that the latter explication is more

appropriate in the context of comparing theoretical frameworks, and conclude on this basis that

GT is epistemically more fundamental than ST. In the case of explanatory fundamentality we

consider three alternative explications, none of which, we argue, is entirely satisfactory. We

conclude, in this case, that if one wants to entertain the notion of explanatory fundamentality

at all, then it is best to employ a deflationary explication; and since GT has been determined

to be both ontologically and epistemically more fundamental than ST, it should (therefore) be

considered to be explanatorily more fundamental than ST as well.

Since GT, formulated from the open systems point of view, is more fundamental than ST,

formulated from the closed systems point of view, we conclude that the open systems view

is more fundamental than the closed systems view in quantum theory. Further, since, with

the possible exception of general relativity, the open systems view is also fundamental in the
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rest of science, and since even in the case of general relativity, arguably the principal reason

for not embracing the open systems view is the concern to be consistent with quantum theory,

we therefore conclude that the open systems view should be thought of as more fundamental

than the closed systems view throughout science. Finally, since there are no other options, we

conclude that the open systems view is fundamental tout court. We remark that our argument

for the fundamentality of the open systems view is not reductive. We do not, that is, conclude

that the open systems view is fundamental simply because it is fundamental in quantum theory

(or in physics more generally). Rather, our argument (as we explained above) is motivated in

the first place by considering the special sciences. This leads us to investigate physics, what

one might accordingly think of as the last refuge of the closed systems view, and to conclude,

upon closer consideration, that it is nothing of the sort.

Having argued for the fundamentality of the open systems view we then, in Section 5,

discuss some of its wider implications. In Section 5.1, we discuss other areas of physics besides

quantum theory, and consider some issues that can be illuminated by taking the open systems

view. We review the issues of the “arrow of time” and the “information loss paradox,” arguing

that these can be usefully informed by taking the fresh perspective provided by the open systems

view. In Section 5.2 we compare the concept of a view with the related concept of a stance

(van Fraassen, 2002). We clarify how, unlike a stance, one can rationally argue for a view.

Finally, in Section 5.3 we discuss some of the wider implications of the open systems view for

metaphysics, including what it implies for the cosmos as a whole. We find that, when it comes

to the cosmos as a whole, the metaphysical concepts of open and closed systems would appear

to break down, but they nevertheless do so in a way consistent both with the methodological and

metaphysical presuppositions of the open systems view, and point the way forward to future

(meta)physics.

Before we begin, we take this opportunity to point out that in the next section we will

introduce a certain amount of the mathematical formalism of quantum theory. But we want to

assure those readers who have only a limited background in physics that we will be introducing

only as much of this formalism as we deem essential for making the philosophical arguments

that we want to make, which are focused on the conceptual structure of the quantum theories

of closed and open systems that we will be discussing.7

2 Views, Frameworks and Quantum Theory

In the philosophical literature on scientific theories one regularly encounters three terms which

are too often not carefully distinguished from one another: “framework,” “theory,” and “model,”

here ordered according to their generality, i.e., with regard to how “far away” each is, conceptu-

ally, from the specific objects under consideration in a given field of inquiry (i.e., from “target

7For comparison, our discussion will be conducted at a similar level, technically, to Jenann Ismael’s (2021)

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy entry on quantum theory. Ismael’s entry is a very gentle presentation of the

basic elements of quantum theory, and we will be presupposing most of its content in the remainder of this paper.

For a somewhat more advanced, but still very accessible, introduction to the basic mathematical formalism of

quantum theory, also aimed at philosophers, we recommend Hughes (1989). Note that only the book by Hughes

introduces the mathematics of density operators, which will figure importantly in the discussion that follows. But

while we encourage anyone interested in learning further about the subject to consult chapter 5 of Hughes’ book,

we at the same time want to assure the reader that, as our own discussion only assumes familiarity with Ismael

(2021), this is not actually necessary. For a more in-depth technical and philosophical introduction to all of these

topics, that nevertheless presupposes only familiarity with high school mathematics (basic algebra, geometry,

elementary probability theory, and so on, but no calculus) see Janas, Cuffaro, & Janssen (2022).
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systems”). Closest to the target system one finds the (theoretical) model, the main representa-

tional device used in science. A model represents a specific system for a particular epistemic or

practical purpose such as explanation, prediction or the planning of an intervention. The model

of the hydrogen atom, for instance, represents it in terms of a positively charged proton (=the

atomic nucleus) with a certain mass mp and a negatively charged electron with a certain mass

me.

Models are usually formulated in the context of a specific scientific theory.8 The model

of the hydrogen atom, for instance, is typically formulated in non-relativistic quantum theory

which allows us to calculate the different discrete energy levels of the atom. One could also use

an alternative theory such as relativistic quantum theory, which would yield various relativistic

corrections to the non-relativistic account.

We note that non-relativistic and relativistic quantum theory have much in common. In both,

for instance, the state of a system is represented by a state vector and the time evolution of a

state vector is unitary. This is because both are formulated within the same theoretical frame-

work: ST, which accounts for what both theories always assume, i.e., in all of their models.9

As we will explain in more detail in the next two subsections, ST is not the only theoretical

framework for describing the physics of quantum systems. There is also the alternative frame-

work, GT. As we will see, ST and GT are interestingly different, both metaphysically and

methodologically. In particular, each framework is formulated from what we will be calling its

corresponding view. Associated with a view are: (i) a set of methodological presuppositions in

accordance with which we characterize the objects of a given domain, that is (ii) motivated by

a particular metaphysical position concerning the nature of those objects.10

On the one hand, ST is formulated in accordance with the closed systems view. This is

the point of view motivated by the metaphysical position according to which isolated systems

are thought of (a priori) as making up the subject matter of a given scientific domain,11 and

which is associated with the methodology that models the dynamics of a given open system,

S, in terms of its being coupled to a further system E (representing its environment), such that

S + E form an isolated system. GT, on the other hand, is formulated in accordance with the

open systems view. This view is motivated by the metaphysical position according to which

the subject matter of a given scientific domain is thought of (a priori) to consist, in general,

of open systems in interaction with their environment.12 Its methodology is such that, rather

8Exceptions are phenomenological models (see, e.g., Frigg & Hartmann, 2020), which account for a target

system using a wide range of assumptions which do not necessarily arise from the same theory. Such models are

an important part of science, and often pave the way to new theories (Hartmann, 1995, 1999; Kao, 2019, 2021),

but for our purposes we need only be concerned with models formulated in the context of a single theory.
9Our usage of the term “framework” is close to Rudolf Carnap’s. As Leitgeb & Carus (2021, sec. 1.2) explain:

“. . . a Carnapian framework is meant to reconstruct the conceptual and inferential presuppositions of a scientific

theory rather than a scientific theory itself.” It is also related to a Kuhnian paradigm; Friedman (2001), for instance,

has argued that a (Carnapian) framework is a successful rational reconstruction of a Kuhnian paradigm (see also

Irzik & Grünberg (1995)). Janas et al. (2022) have defended the view that ST should be thought of as providing a

fundamental kinematical framework for describing physical phenomena, where ‘kinematical’ is understood in the

broad sense of being independent of the specifics of a given system’s dynamics (Janssen, 2009, p. 28). We take

this way of understanding the frameworks of both ST and GT to be consistent with the conception of a framework

discussed in this paper. We also take our characterization of a framework to be consistent with those that can be

found in, for instance, Nielsen & Chuang (2000, p. 2) and Wallace (2019).
10Note that the same view might be applicable to more than one domain, e.g., physics and biology, in which

case one will be able to formulate a theoretical framework corresponding to that point of view in both sciences.
11The phrases “open/closed systems view” and “open/closed systems point of view” mean the same thing and

we will use them interchangeably throughout this paper.
12Our concern in this paper is with scientific theories and theoretical frameworks but in principle a given view-

point might have an even wider application. It might be interesting to cash out the difference between the open
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than modeling the dynamics of a given open system S in terms of an interaction between two

systems, we instead represent the influence of the environment on S in the dynamical equations

that we take to govern its evolution from one moment to the next.

In contrast to other related concepts that have been discussed in the philosophy of science

literature,13 we submit that one can argue for a particular view and rationally decide between

competing views. Giving such an argument, in favor of the open systems view, will be the goal

of Section 4. In the remainder of this section our goal will be to present the main conceptual

features of ST and GT, respectively, and to relate what these frameworks purport to tell us

about the world.

Before we move on we should stress that distinguishing between theories and frameworks

is not always a straightforward exercise. It is, for example, well known that there are different

versions of classical theory (associated with the names of Newton, Hamilton and Lagrange) and

also of quantum theory (including the path integral “formulation”), and the question arises of

how, in general, to determine whether two given formalizations of a given field of inquiry repre-

sent two different theories within the same theoretical framework, or two different frameworks

entirely. There is much to say about this and other related questions,14 as well as about theo-

retical equivalence more generally, but for our purposes we can leave such general questions

aside. Instead we will focus on a specific case for which, as we will see in more detail in the

remainder of this section, the two frameworks under consideration (GT and ST) are distinct.

2.1 Standard Quantum Theory (ST)

2.1.1 The Framework

We begin with ST, the form of quantum theory presented in most textbooks on the topic. In

ST, the physical state of a system, S, is represented by a normalized state vector |ψ(t)〉 (from

here on any mention of ‘state vector’ should always be understood to mean a normalized state

vector (Ismael, 2021, sec. 2.1), whether or not we explicitly make this qualification). The

possible states of S are called its state space, represented as an abstract Hilbert space (Ismael,

2021, sec. 2.2). S’s dynamical evolution is determined by a Hamiltonian H: a linear operator

whose eigenvalues are the possible energy values of the system. The Hamiltonian is assumed

to be Hermitian (or self-adjoint) which guarantees that its eigenvalues are real (Ismael, 2021,

sec. 2.2). In non-relativistic quantum theory the time evolution of a state vector |ψ(t)〉, acted on

by a Hamiltonian H, is given by the Schrödinger equation:15

i
∂

∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = H |ψ(t)〉. (2.1)

ST has many applications, which can be grouped according to what they have in common.

For example, it is applicable to atoms (“atomic physics”), atomic nuclei (“nuclear physics”),

and solid state systems (“condensed matter physics”), each of which is characterized by a

certain class of target systems, Hamiltonians and modeling strategies. For example, within

atomic physics, constructing a model of an atom involves specifying a Hamiltonian which is

and closed systems views in the context of moral or ethical theories, for instance.
13We have in mind, in particular, van Fraassen’s concept of a “stance” (van Fraassen, 2002), which we will

return to in Section 5.2.
14For example it might be argued that the various theories formulated from within a given theoretical framework

can be grouped into more or less distinct classes (relativistic quantum theories might be thought of in this way, for

instance).
15We follow the convention to set ~ = 1.
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the sum of the Hamiltonians of the various subsystems and of the terms that account for their

interaction. In the case of the hydrogen atom, for instance, the Hamiltonian consists of three

terms: a kinetic energy term representing the nucleus (i.e. the proton), a kinetic energy term

representing the electron, and a term accounting for the Coulomb attraction of the electron and

the proton. More sophisticated models are also possible, taking, for instance, the interaction

between the magnetic field from the electron movement and the nuclear spin into account. Once

the Hamiltonian is specified, one can solve the corresponding Schrödinger equation. Note that

a system such as the hydrogen atom can also be analyzed using relativistic quantum theory. In

this case, one solves the Dirac equation instead of the Schrödinger equation.

ST has a number of important features that apply to every model of every theory formulated

within it. Here are four of them:

1. The time evolution of a state is unitary. In nonrelativistic quantum theory, for instance

(one can give a parallel argument for relativistic quantum theory) this follows from the

fact that the formal solution of Eq. (2.1) is |ψ(t)〉 = U(t) |ψ(0)〉 with the time evolution

operator U(t) = exp(−i H t). From this equation and the Hermiticity of H it follows that

U(t) is unitary, i.e. U(t) satisfies U(t) U(t)† = U(t)† U(t) = I where U(t)† is the adjoint of

U(t) and I represents the identity operator (note that this implies that unitary operations

are reversible).

2. All phenomena are modeled in terms of closed systems. This follows from the fact that a

target system’s Hamiltonian includes no terms reflecting its interaction with an external

environment. It also does not include non-unitary terms which would represent the loss

of a conserved quantity. In particular:

3. Energy is conserved in the sense that the expectation value E = 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 is a constant of

motion. This follows directly from the unitarity of the time evolution of the state vector.16

4. Finally, probability is conserved. To see why, note that the probability pm(t) of obtaining

the outcome m given a measurement at time t on a system in the state |ψ(t)〉 is:

pm(t) = 〈ψ(t)|M†mMm|ψ(t)〉,

where Mm is the measurement operator corresponding to m (note that for a projective

measurement,17 M
†
mMm = MmMm = Mm), and the measurement operators correspond-

ing to the various outcomes satisfy the completeness relation
∑

m M
†
mMm = I (see also

Nielsen & Chuang, 2000, p. 85) which expresses that the various probabilities sum to

one.18 Probability conservation follows from unitarity; in particular:

∑

m pm(t) =
∑

m〈ψ(t)|M†mMm|ψ(t)〉 = 〈ψ(t)|I|ψ(t)〉
= 〈ψ(0)|U†(t) U(t)|ψ(0)〉 = 〈ψ(0)|I|ψ(0)〉
=
∑

m〈ψ(0)|M†mMm|ψ(0)〉
=
∑

m pm(0) = 1, (2.2)

16For further discussion, see Maudlin et al. (2020, sec. 3.1).
17A projective measurement can be thought of as an ideal or perfect measurement and corresponds to the case

for which the various outcomes are perfectly distinguishable from one another (see Hughes, 1989, sec. 2.4). We

will discuss the issue of measurement in more detail in Section 3.
18〈ψ(t)|I|ψ(t)〉 = 〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉, and the inner product of a normalized state vector with itself is always 1.
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though we note that unitarity is only a sufficient condition for the conservation of prob-

ability. We will see in Section 2.1.2 that probability is also conserved if the system’s

dynamics are non-unitary and of a certain form.

Systems as described by ST may be as big as one likes (in principle a system can include

everything that exists), and will typically be composed of more than one subsystem. In some

cases such a system will be in a product state, which means that each of its subsystems, in

addition to the system as a whole, is assigned its own state vector. For instance, the general

form for the product state of a system made up of two two-dimensional subsystemsA and B is

given by:

|Ψ〉A+B = |ψ〉A ⊗ |φ〉B, (2.3)

where |ψ〉A and |φ〉B are normalized state vectors assigned to A and B, and ⊗ is the tensor

product symbol (see Ismael, 2021, sec. 2.1).19 States of this form comprise a relatively small

portion of the combined state space, HA ⊗ HB, of A and B. In general, a combined system

will be in an entangled state. For instance, the state

|Ψ -〉A+B =
1
√

2

(|ψ〉A ⊗ |φ〉B − |φ〉A ⊗ |ψ〉B
)

(2.4)

cannot be rewritten in the form given by Eq. (2.3), thus there is no way to assign normalized

state vectors to its individual subsystemsA and B.

It is sometimes said that for a system in a state like |Ψ -〉A+B, the whole is prior to its

parts (see, e.g., Howard, 1989; Schaffer, 2010, 2013). This is another way of saying that the

properties exhibited by |Ψ -〉A+B are not truly describable in terms of parts at all. Given, that

is, that there is no way to assign normalized state vectors to the individual subsystems of the

system, it seems we must either maintain that they cannot be fully described within ST—in

which case ST is incomplete—or else we must maintain that the only system being described

in a case like this is the entangled system as a whole. Both options amount to the same thing

with regard to the concept of a subsystem of an entangled system: Since it cannot be assigned

a state vector, there would strictly speaking seem to be no place for this concept within ST

whichever of the above two options we are inclined toward.20 Appearances are misleading,

however, as we will see in more detail in Section 3.

ST is a highly successful theoretical framework. It can be used to study a large range of

systems, including the atoms, nuclei, and condensed matter systems we mentioned above. For

these, the closed systems view seems physically plausible insofar as it has been experimentally

confirmed that such systems can be effectively isolated at least to a large degree, and that fac-

toring in the influence of their environment yields in most cases only a negligible contribution

19We follow the convention to use capital Greek letters when the state of a combined system is being referred

to and lowercase Greek letters otherwise.
20Einstein’s argument that quantum theory is incomplete relies on similar logic (Ramírez, 2020). It follows from

Einstein’s incompleteness argument that we must accept either (i) that measurements in one region of space may

change “telepathically” the real state of a physical system in some distant region of space, or (ii) that distant regions

of space cannot in general be assigned real states. Einstein rejects both alternatives and concludes that quantum

theory is an incomplete theory. Taking the real dynamical state of a closed quantum system to be represented by

a unitarily evolving state vector requires that we accept (ii), since there is no further dynamical law that one can

then appeal to that can be responsible for (i). To get (i), one must posit some sort of collapse mechanism, either in

the form of a bare posit (i.e., as in an ontologically literal interpretation of the projection postulate) or in the form

of a further dynamical mechanism (Ghirardi, 2018). Either way this amounts to a more general evolution of the

state vector than unitary evolution. Compare also Primas (1990, sec. 5).
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to whatever quantities are of interest. Other contributions, such as the effects of the interac-

tion of the electron magnetic field with the nuclear spin in the case of the hydrogen atom, are

much more important, but are still describable in terms of closed systems within ST in a natural

way. Not all phenomena can be modeled in a simple way as closed systems, however. Some

phenomena are decidedly “open systems phenomena” such that the dynamics of a given target

system needs to be modeled as effectively determined to a considerable extent by the system’s

environment. Lasers are an example: A laser is pumped by an external energy source, and

coherent laser radiation is in turn coupled out of the system. The spontaneous emission of a

photon by an atom is another. We turn to the question of how such processes can be described

within ST in the next subsection.

2.1.2 Open Systems

An important historical predecessor of the quantum theory of open systems (as formulated

within ST) is the Weisskopf-Wigner theory of spontaneous emissions (Weisskopf & Wigner,

1930), which accounts for the observation that atoms which have been prepared in an excited

state will randomly emit photons over time, returning to their ground state while the emitted

radiation disappears into the universe. The starting point of the theory is that while the exact

time of emission is impossible to determine, it is experimentally well known that an excited

state decays exponentially at a certain rate. Given this, questions such as how the decay rate

depends on particular characteristics of the atoms, which characteristics are relevant, and what

the decay mechanism is, arise. But giving a closed systems account of spontaneous emission

is problematic since the radiation is sent into empty space and there are infinitely many modes

and directions by which this can occur. Instead, in the Weisskopf-Wigner theory one models

the decay as a stochastic process. Although Weisskopf and Wigner did not explicitly refer to

this as a theory of open systems, theirs was the first contribution to what has since been further

developed into the powerful, elegant, and more general theory which we now introduce. The

basic strategy employed is to embed the open system of interest within a larger system, i.e.,

a sufficiently large “box” that guarantees that no more than a negligible amount of a given

quantity of interest can flow out.

Before we say more we need to introduce a few further concepts. To begin with we consider

a large number—usually called an ensemble—of similar quantum systems Si which have all

been prepared using an identical preparation procedure.21 For instance one might specify that

a given system, Si, is to be prepared in the state |ψ1〉 with probability p and in the state |ψ2〉
with probability 1 − p, which will progressively generate an ensemble for which the relative

frequencies of |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 tend, respectively, toward p and 1− p as we prepare more and more

systems. The so-called properly mixed state of such an ensemble is represented by a density

operator (see also Hughes, 1989, ch. 5), which can be expressed as follows:

ρ = p |ψ1〉〈ψ1| + (1 − p) |ψ2〉〈ψ2|. (2.5)

In addition to representing the state of the ensemble, we can also think of ρ as characterizing

each of its members (indeed, the very idea of an ensemble can be regarded as a useful fiction

21In using the concept of a quantum statistical ensemble to flesh out the meaning of the density operator, we are

following von Neumann (1927) and indirectly, the frequentist von Mises, whose work influenced von Neumann

(see Duncan & Janssen 2013, and Janas et al. 2022, ch. 6.5). This does not commit us to a frequentist interpretation

of probability (cf. Myrvold, 2021, p. 151). The idea of an ensemble is only a particularly useful fiction for

conveying the difference between pure, properly mixed, and improperly mixed states, and what it means for a

properly and an improperly mixed state to be (locally) indistinguishable.
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to aid us in characterizing an individual system in this more general way), since each member

of the ensemble has been identically prepared. When there are more than two alternatives, ρ is

given more generally by

ρ =
∑

j

p j |ψ j〉〈ψ j|, (2.6)

where the p j are non-negative real numbers summing to 1. Note, however, that the relation

between preparation procedures and ensembles (and their corresponding ρ) is many-to-one:

For a given ensemble whose state is represented by some density operator ρ, there is in general

more than one preparation procedure that will give rise to it (Nielsen & Chuang, 2000, p. 103);

i.e.,

ρ =
∑

j

p j |ψ j〉〈ψ j| (2.7)

=
∑

k

p′k |φk〉〈φk|. (2.8)

Despite this, the predictions yielded by the density operator ρ (given, mathematically, in the

form of a matrix) are the same regardless of how it is decomposed into state vectors; i.e., the

right-hand sides of Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.8) predict the same statistics for measurements.

The one exception to the many-to-one rule is the case of an ensemble for which every

system is prepared in the same state |φ〉. In this case we characterize the ensemble using a pure

state whose density operator takes the form:

ρ = |φ〉〈φ|. (2.9)

There are also more general ways to generate an ensemble. If one were to correlate pairs

of quantum particles, for instance, and then ignore the right-hand particle from each pair, the

ensemble of left-hand particles progressively generated in this way would be in what is called

an improperly mixed state (d’Espagnat, 1966, 1971). Because correlated quantum systems are

generally entangled in quantum theory, an ensemble in an improperly mixed state, ρ, cannot be

understood as having been generated using a probabilistic procedure like the ones given above;

i.e., a system in such an ensemble cannot be understood to be in a state |ψ j〉 with a certain

probability. This is even though the statistics arising from a sequence of measurements on the

members of an improperly mixed ensemble are effectively indistinguishable from a sequence

of those same measurements on a properly mixed ensemble whose state is also described by ρ.

This is the kind of case one deals with in the quantum theory of open systems, where the

improperly mixed state characterizing the system of interest S, represented by the reduced

density operator ρS, is derived by tracing over the degrees of freedom of the environment from

the combined state |Ψ〉S+E. This amounts to preparing an ensemble of systems S + E, all in the

state |Ψ〉S+E, and then selecting S from each pair (and ignoring E) to form a new ensemble in

an improperly mixed state represented by the reduced density operator ρS.

Let us now see how the machinery just outlined can be applied to a specific target system.22

We consider a single two-level atom (= S) that is coupled to an environment E, such that S + E
form a closed system. To account for its dynamics, we make the following assumptions:

1. The total Hamiltonian is given by H = HS + HE + HS E. Here HS is the Hamiltonian of

the system (i.e. the two-level atom), HE is the Hamiltonian of the environment which

22For details, see, e.g., the monographs by Breuer & Petruccione (2007), Carmichael (2013), Davies (1976),

and Gardiner & Zoller (2004).
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is modeled as an infinite collection of two-level atoms. Finally, HS E accounts for the

interaction between the system and the environment.

2. S and E are initially uncorrelated and weakly coupled, i.e. E affects the state of S but not

vice versa. This is sometimes called the Born approximation.

3. The future state of S only depends on its present state. Metaphorically put, S has a short

memory and “forgets” its earlier states. This is the Markov approximation.

After carrying out the calculation, the variables representing the environment are then

“traced out.” This yields an equation for the evolution of the reduced density operator ρ in

the quasi-spin formalism:

ρ̇ = −i [HS , ρ] + A ([σ− ρ, σ+] + [σ−, ρ σ+]) . (2.10)

Here the basis states are |1〉 := (1, 0)T and |0〉 := (0, 1)T and the Pauli matrices σ± represent the

corresponding raising and lowering operators.23 A is the decay rate of the target system.

It is interesting to note that the dynamics of ρ in Eq. (2.10) involves a unitary part and a

non-unitary part. The unitary part is given by Lu ρ := −i[HS , ρ] where we have introduced the

superoperator Lu. (A superoperator is an operator that acts on other operators.) Abbreviating

the non-unitary part by Ln−u ρ, Eq. (2.10) can be written in the compact form,

ρ̇ = (Lu +Ln−u) ρ, (2.11)

which we will refer to as the Lindblad equation. In the absence of the non-unitary part, Eq.

(2.11) is equivalent to the Liouville-von Neumann equation which reduces to the Schrödinger

equation (or its relativistic counterpart) if the initial state of the system is a pure state. Note that

the specific form of the non-unitary part in Eq. (2.10) depends on the particular system under

consideration. If one were to consider a different system, e.g. a decaying photon mode, the

non-unitary part would look different. It turns out, however, that it always has the general form,

Ln−u ρ =
1

2

∑

i

(

[Li ρ, L
†
i
] + [Li, ρ L

†
i
]
)

, (2.12)

where the Li are (bounded) operators. It can be shown that if the non-unitary dynamics has the

form specified in Eq. (2.12), then probability is conserved.24 Probability conservation therefore

does not presuppose an underlying unitary dynamics, confirming what we said in Section 2.1.1.

Let us take stock of where we stand so far. We have seen that there are a number of

physical phenomena (such as spontaneous emission and lasers) that require us to model the

dynamics of a target system as driven to a considerable degree by its environment. The key

idea which allows one to account for such phenomena within ST is to embed the open system

under consideration into a larger closed system that includes, as its subsystems, both the system

and its environment. One can then derive equations of motion describing the effective dynamics

of the system that are non-unitary in general. Interestingly, given the assumptions listed above,

23That is, σ+ |0〉 = |1〉, σ+|1〉 = 0, σ− |0〉 = 0 and σ−|1〉 = |0〉.
24Proof: We take the trace on both sides of Eq. (2.11) and obtain Tr ρ̇(t) = Tr (Lu ρ) + Tr (Ln−u ρ). As both

terms on the right hand side are (sums of) commutators (see Eq. (2.12)) and the trace of a commutator vanishes,

we get that Tr ρ̇(t) = 0. This implies that d/dt (Tr ρ(t)) = 0 and therefore Tr ρ(t) = Tr ρ(0) = 1. Next, following the

derivation of Eq. (2.2), we calculate
∑

m pm(t) =
∑

m Tr
(

ρ(t) M
†
m Mm

)

= Tr
(

∑

m ρ(t) M
†
mMm

)

= Tr ρ(t) = Tr ρ(0) =

1. Hence,
∑

m pm(t) =
∑

m pm(0) = 1. �
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the non-unitary part of the dynamics reflected in these equations always has the same form—

the Lindblad form given in Eq. (2.11)—which suggests that a more principled discussion of

open quantum systems is in order. This is the subject of the next subsection.

2.2 The General Quantum Theory of Open Systems (GT)

In the last subsection we outlined how to derive an equation of the Lindblad form (i.e., of the

form of Eq. (2.11)) for the dynamics of the specific open system that we were considering: a

single two-level atom S evolving under the influence of its environment. We saw that one be-

gins by considering the dynamics of the larger closed systemS + E under certain constraints on

how S and E interact with one another that can be reasonably assumed to hold. After evolving

S + E forward, one then traces over the degrees of freedom of E to yield an equation for the

reduced dynamics of S in the form of Eq. (2.11). It turns out that following this procedure is

not the only way to show that the dynamics of S are governed by an equation of the Lindblad

form. This form can also be derived, as we will now see, by imposing certain “principles” or

conditions on the dynamics of an open quantum system as generally construed. But while the

general and specific derivations all agree with regard to the form of the equation governing

the dynamics of a given open system S, the assumptions involved in the general derivation of

the Lindblad equation represent restrictions on the possible dynamics of systems as described

within a theoretical framework that is distinct from ST. This framework is GT.

In GT, the physical state of a system at a given moment in time is not represented by a

state vector. It is represented by a density operator that evolves, in general, non-unitarily over

time. Unlike ST, for which the dynamics of an open system of interest, S, are obtained via

a contraction (through the partial trace operation discussed in the last subsection) of the total

dynamics of S + E to the state space of S; in GT, the dynamical equations that govern the

evolution of S pertain directly to S itself. Systems are modeled as genuinely open in GT; i.e.,

GT is a framework formulated from the open systems point of view, according to which we

do not describe the influence of the environment on S in terms of an interaction between two

systems, but instead represent the environment’s influence in the dynamical equations that we

take to govern the evolution of S.25

2.2.1 Deriving the Lindblad Equation in GT

We now motivate and explain the main assumptions needed to derive the Lindblad equation for

the evolution of an open system in GT. To begin with, we consider the evolution of a system S
during a given period of interest as governed by a family of dynamical maps, such that a given

map in the family, Λt maps S from some initial state ρti to ρt f
where t f = ti + t. We remark

that for a particular Λt to serve its purpose as a dynamical map, it is reasonable to require that

the state of S at t f be completely determined given only a full specification of both Λt and of

the system’s state at time ti, which is no different from, for instance, the situation in classical

mechanics, where the state ωt1 of a system at time t1 can be fully determined through applying

the classical dynamical laws to the full specification of its state, ωt0 , at time t0. In the case of

25The earliest work on characterizing the general form of the dynamics of a quantum system represented by

a density operator—what we are here calling GT—is to be found in Sudarshan, Mathews, & Rau (1961) and

in Jordan & Sudarshan (1961), who characterize the possible dynamical evolutions of a density operator as most

generally given in the form of a linear map. Note that we do not want to claim that these physicists explicitly appeal

to what we are here calling the open systems view or the metaphysical position that motivates it (see Section 2),

though see Weinberg (2014) for an explicit recommendation to do away with the state vector as a representation

of the state of a quantum system.
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classical mechanics, a system’s dynamics are reversible; i.e., the dynamical laws of classical

mechanics will take the inverse of the system’s state at time t1, −ωt1 , into the state ωt0 at time

t2.

State vectors in the quantum-theoretical framework represented by ST are, unlike state

descriptions in classical mechanics, irreducibly probabilistic in the sense that they encode, in

general, only the probability that a system will be found to have a particular value of one or

the other (observable) parameter given an ascertainment of that parameter. But with respect

to these conditional probability assignments, ST is just like classical mechanics insofar as the

evolution of the state of a quantum system in ST is deterministic; the state vector |ψ(t1)〉 of a

system at t1 is determined through applying (in the case of non-relativistic quantum theory) the

Schrödinger equation to the state vector |ψ(t0)〉 of the system at t0. And since the dynamics of

systems in ST are unitary they are, just as in classical mechanics, reversible.26

In GT, in contrast, the dynamics of a system are non-unitary, and therefore irreversible,

in general. Since reversibility is a feature of perfectly deterministic processes, the dynamics

of systems in GT are not in general deterministic in that sense. If, however, every map Λt

associated with S is such as to uniquely map each state in its state space to another state in

the same space, then the dynamical evolution of S thus described is an example of a Markov

process, a generalization of a deterministic process for which the probabilistic state of a given

system at time t f is wholly determined, given Λt, by considering its probabilistic state at time

ti, though the reverse is not true in general. It follows from this assumption that the dynamical

maps describing a system’s dynamics may be mathematically composed. That is, describing

the evolution of the state of a system during a period t + s is equivalent to describing, first, its

evolution during the period s, followed by its evolution during the period, t:

Λt+s ρ = ΛtΛs ρ. (2.13)

In order to complete the derivation of the Lindblad equation we require two further general

assumptions. The first is that the evolution of an open system should at all times be “completely

positive.” This is a subtle requirement, which we can both motivate and explain through the

following argument. Any dynamical map, Λt, on the state space of a system should be such as

to map one valid physical state of the system into another. Formally, a density operator is a pos-

itive semi-definite operator, which effectively means that it assigns non-negative probabilities

(as one should!) to the outcomes of measurements on a system. Further, since the probabili-

ties of measurement outcomes must sum to 1, density operators must always be of unit trace:

Tr(ρ) = 1. It follows from this that Λt must be a trace-preserving positive map; i.e., it must map

one positive semi-definite operator of unit trace into another if it is to be physically meaningful.

In addition to describing the evolution of S, it should also be possible to describe the evo-

lution of S in the presence of further systems. Imagine, in particular, that S is evolving in the

presence of its environment, E, over a period of time, and that at the initial time, t0, S and E are

uncorrelated. Imagine, further, that there exists a “witness” systemWn (where n is the dimen-

sionality (Ismael, 2021, sec. 2.1) of the witness’s state space) that, let us assume, is inert and

not evolving. We assume in addition that S andWn are spatially separated and not interacting

with one another presently. Then it suffices to describe the dynamics of S andWn, under these

assumptions, if we trivially extend the dynamical map Λt for S via the identity transformation

In on the state space ofWn:

Λt ⊗ In.

26For a discussion of some of the conceptual subtleties associated with time reversibility in ST see Roberts

(2022).
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Requiring that Λt be completely positive means, not only that Λt should be a positive map; but

that, in addition, Λt ⊗ In should be a positive map for all n. Not all positive Λt are completely

positive in this sense, however.27 Requiring complete positivity means that any such maps

cannot be valid maps on S. This is arguably a reasonable requirement on a dynamical map,

for it seems reasonable to require that it should be possible to consider the action of Λt on S
regardless of S’s initial state; in particular that the effect of Λt on S should be the same, and

should always be valid, regardless of the existence of some other systemWn with which S is

not even interacting.

The last condition that we are going to require of our family of dynamical maps is also

the simplest to state: In order to derive the Lindblad equation in the framework of GT, we

require that it describe the system S as evolving continuously in time. Intuitively, this means

that Λt evolves ρ0 so that, as t approaches zero, the resulting state of the system becomes

‘infinitesimally close’ to ρ0.

A family of dynamical maps which satisfy all these requirements is called a quantum dy-

namical semigroup (QDS).28 For a given QDS there exists a densely defined superoperator L
which ‘generates’ the semigroup in the sense that by successively applying L to a given den-

sity operator ρ for a system at some initial time we can construct the dynamical map Λt on ρ

for any t.29 One can show (Lindblad, 1976) that for a system S characterized by a separable

Hilbert space, the (bounded) generator L of a quantum dynamical semigroup for describing its

motion can always be expressed in the general form given by Eq. (2.11), which is the form of

the equation we derived for the specific case of a single two-level atom above.30

The Lindblad equation gives the general form of the (bounded) generator of a continuous,

completely positive, one-parameter dynamical semigroup describing the evolution of an open

quantum system. The class of possible dynamical evolutions so described is important insofar

as it corresponds to those that can be derived (as we saw in the previous subsection) for a

specific quantum system in ST. There is more to GT than the Lindblad equation, however. In

the next section we illustrate this by considering, as an example, the reasons for requiring one

of the principles involved in its derivation—complete positivity—more closely. We will see

that the reasons for requiring complete positivity are only compelling from the closed systems

point of view, and that from the open systems point of view—the view from which GT is

formulated—it is more natural not to impose this condition in general. Relaxing complete

positivity thus results in possible dynamical descriptions of the evolution of a quantum system

that have a natural interpretation in GT but which do not make physical sense in ST.

2.2.2 A Wider Framework

The earliest work on characterizing the general form of the dynamics of a quantum system rep-

resented by a density operator did not impose the requirement of complete positivity. Instead,

Sudarshan et al. (1961) and Jordan & Sudarshan (1961) characterized the possible dynamical

27One example of a positive but not completely positive map takes a density operator (expressed as a matrix) to

its transpose (see Nielsen & Chuang, 2000, p. 369).
28A semigroup is a generalization of the concept of a group that drops the requirements of identity and invert-

ibility. This makes it a natural mathematical structure to model the irreversible evolution of an open system.
29The analogue of the generator of a QDS in ST is the system’s Hamiltonian, which likewise can be used to

generate a (unitary) map on the state space of the system for any t.
30The Lindblad equation is sometimes referred to as the Gorini–Kossakowski–Sudarshan–Lindblad (GKSL)

equation, as Gorini, Kossakowski, & Sudarshan (1976) independently proved that Eq. (2.11) is the general form

of the generator for a system whose Hilbert space is finite-dimensional (though note that this is a special case of

what was proven by Lindblad). Note that Lindblad’s result does not hold for the case of an unbounded generator,

but there are formally similar equations that can be used instead in all known cases (Alicki & Lendi, 2007, p. 8).
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evolutions of a density operator as most generally given in the form of a linear map. Such maps

are positive, but not necessarily completely positive. With the development of the theory of

completely positive maps by Choi (1972), Gorini et al. (1976), Lindblad (1976), Kraus (1983),

and others, however, a debate arose among physicists over whether to consider complete posi-

tivity as a fundamental dynamical principle. There is no need to review all of the details of this,

at times passionate, debate here;31 instead we limit ourselves to Shaji & Sudarshan’s (2005)

criticism of what has become the standard argument for complete positivity: the ‘witness’ argu-

ment that we reviewed in Section 2.2.1. Without repeating the details, recall that what makes

the argument compelling is that the condition of complete positivity seems to follow from noth-

ing more than a very commonsense requirement: that the validity of a dynamical map on the

state space of a system, S, should not depend on the non-existence of another (inert) system

Wn that may in principle be very far away from S and not even interacting with it.

As Shaji & Sudarshan point out, however, this argument only works if S is actually entan-

gled withWn.32 As long as S andWn are not entangled, a positive but not completely positive

map on S’s state space will always yield a valid description of the evolution of S +Wn under

the remaining assumptions characterizing the setup (i.e.,Wn is separated from S, not interact-

ing with S, and evolving trivially). If, on the other hand, S and Wn are entangled with one

another, then “there must have been some sort of direct or indirect interaction between the two

at some point and henceWn should really be part of the definition of the environment of S”

(Shaji & Sudarshan, 2005, p. 50). This is important because it can be shown (Jordan, Shaji,

& Sudarshan, 2004, pp. 13–14) that the reduced dynamics of a system S are describable by a

completely positive map only if S is initially not entangled with its environment.33

What does it mean, from a physical point of view, for a dynamical map on S’s state space

to be not completely positive? It means that a trivial extension of the map to a map on the state

space of S +Wn is such as to map some states in that larger state space to unphysical states,

i.e., to states which predict negative probabilities for the outcomes of certain measurements on

S +Wn (see Cuffaro & Myrvold, 2013, §3). It is important, however, to note which states in

S’s state space result in unphysical states of S+Wn when evolved by a not completely positive

map on the state space of S (see Cuffaro & Myrvold, 2013, §5), because actually it is only the

impossible states of S in a given setup for which this is true. Recall from Section 2.1.2 that

when S is entangled with another system, there is no way for S to be in a pure state. States

of S, such as these, that are impossible in a given setup are ill-described by a not completely

positive map; in general a trivial extension of such a map will evolve an impossible state of

S +Wn to an unphysical state. As for the actually possible states of S in a given setup,34 in all

such cases a positive but not necessarily completely positive map on S will evolve the state of

S +Wn to a another physically valid state of S +Wn.

The witness argument aside, there is a deeper, though related, reason for imposing complete

positivity. As Raggio & Primas (1982) put it:

A system-theoretic description of an open system has to be considered as phe-

nomenological; the requirement that it should be derivable from the fundamental

31See, for instance, the exchange between Simmons & Park (1981, 1982) and Raggio & Primas (1982). A

detailed account of the important exchange between Pechukas (1994, 1995) and Alicki (1995) is given by Cuffaro

& Myrvold (2013), who also suggest a deflationary way to resolve the impasse. Schmid, Reid, & Spekkens (2019)

relate the debate over complete positivity to the literature on causal models (for further discussion, see Evans,

2021).
32Cf. Primas (1990, p. 245).
33Jordan et al.’s result generalizes an earlier result for two-dimensional systems proved by Pechukas (1994).
34These are called the states in the ‘compatibility domain’ of the map (Jordan et al., 2004, §1; Shaji & Sudarshan,

2005, p. 52).
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automorphic dynamics of a closed system implies that the dynamical map of an

open system has to be completely positive (p. 435, our emphasis).

More concretely, let Λ be a completely positive trace-preserving map on the state space of

a system S initially in the state ρ.35 Then according to Stinespring’s dilation theorem (Stine-

spring, 1955), corresponding to ρ there is a unique (up to unitary equivalence) pure state |Ψ〉〈Ψ|
of a larger system S +A (where A is called the ‘ancilla’ subsystem), whose dynamics are

unitary, and from which we can derive the in general non-unitary dynamics of S.

Thus it is complete positivity which, through Stinespring’s theorem, guarantees that we can

always derive the dynamical equation for an open system in the way that we did in Section

2.1, i.e., in terms of a contraction (via the partial trace) of the dynamics of a larger closed

system S + E. As Sudarshan & Shaji (2003, §4) point out, a not completely positive map on

the state space of S may also be described in terms of a contraction, but only if we generalize

the way we characterize the state space of E.36 Unlike the case of a contraction to a completely

positive map, however, such contractions (to not completely positive maps) “have to be viewed

as contractions of the evolution of unphysical systems” (Sudarshan & Shaji, 2003, p. 5080).

This is problematic on the closed systems view, for which the evolution of an open system

S is always described in terms of the evolution of a larger closed system S + E. On the closed

systems view, a not completely positive map onS’s state space makes no physical sense, though

one might perhaps permit its use as long as one understands that it is merely a mathematical

tool (cf. Cuffaro & Myrvold, 2013) that does not describe the dynamics of an open system in

a fundamental sense. On the open systems view, by contrast, it is not really surprising, and

in any case not at all problematic, that the larger closed system from which we may (if we

find it convenient to do so) derive a not completely positive map on the state space of S via

a contraction is unphysical. It is neither surprising nor problematic because the methodology

of the open systems view does not require that we model an open system as a subsystem of a

closed system. On the open systems view there is no need to conceive of the dynamics of an

open system as a contraction of anything.37

Let us again take stock. We began Section 2.2 by summarizing the conceptual core of GT:

that the evolving state of a physical system, S, is described in that framework in terms of an in

general non-unitarily evolving density operator. In Section 2.2.1 we then showed how to derive,

in GT, the same form of the Lindblad equation that one derives in ST for a specific quantum

system (see Section 2.1). In this, final, subsection of Section 2, we have seen that there is

more to GT than the Lindblad equation. We illustrated this by considering, more carefully

than we did in Section 2.2.1, one of the important principles assumed in its derivation, namely,

the principle of complete positivity. We saw that while relaxing complete positivity makes no

physical sense on the closed systems view associated with ST, it is not similarly problematic

35Stinespring’s theorem is actually more general in that it applies to completely positive maps whether or not

they are trace-preserving. Non-trace-preserving maps are useful for characterizing selective operations, such as

assessing the result of a measurement (Nielsen & Chuang, 2000, §8.2.3). Maps describing the evolution of density

operators, however, must be trace-preserving since density operators are defined to be of unit trace.
36We need, in particular, a Hilbert space with an indefinite metric, and we are required to take the evolution of

S + E to be pseudo-unitary rather than unitary in general. For more on the relation between these concepts, see

Mostafazadeh (2004). See also Ascoli & Minardi (1958, p. 242) who show “that any probabilistically interpretable

quantum theory using a Hilbert space of indefinite metric is equivalent to a quantum theory using a Hilbert space

of positive definite metric.” For our purposes the upshot of this is that not every Hilbert space with an indefinite

metric is probabilistically interpretable. If the state space of a system is not probabilistically interpretable then it

is not physical in the sense in which we have been using that term in this paper.
37For more on the properties of not completely positive maps, see Dominy, Shabani, & Lidar (2016).
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on the open systems view associated with GT.38

We will revisit these issues in Section 4.1. In the meantime, this completes the expository

part of this paper. In the next section we move on to the philosophical issue of interpretation,

with a particular focus on the question of how the ontologies of ST and GT actually differ. We

will see that despite being formulated from the closed and from the open systems points of

view, respectively, the ontological differences between them are not so stark.

3 Interpreting ST and GT

The ontology of GT is (comparatively) clear: GT describes open systems, i.e., systems con-

ceived of as in general interacting with an external environment; and they are represented, in

that framework, by density operators that evolve, in general, non-unitarily over time. But while

the question of ontology is comparatively easy to answer in GT it is not trivial. In particular,

what should we say of the universe as a whole? Is it an open system? In fact this is a question

of interpretation that, for our purposes at the moment, we do not need to take a position on (we

will return to the question, in a sharper form, in Section 5.3). We merely remark for now that it

is consistent with the methodological presuppositions of GT, as well as with the metaphysical

position that motivates them, to conceive of the universe as a closed system. The open systems

view does not, per se, deny that closed systems exist. It merely denies that only closed systems

exist, and represents all systems as, in general, open.

On the closed systems view, the universe as a whole enjoys a privileged ontological status.

This is especially true when the parts of the universe are continually interacting with one an-

other, for after all, according to the closed systems view it is in that case the only thing that can

truly be described as a system. On the open systems view, by contrast, the universe is just a

system like any other, no more ontologically privileged than any of its subsystems, that obeys

the same dynamical laws as they do. There is more to say. But for the moment we simply note

that already we seem to have said enough to distinguish the ontology of GT from that of ST.

As we will see presently, however, this is not the case.

It is instructive to compare the concept of a state in quantum theory with the corresponding

concept in classical theory. In classical theory, completely specifying a system’s dynamical

state yields a simultaneous answer to all of the experimental questions that one can ask about

a given observable quantity associated with that system, questions like: Is the value of the

observable quantity A within the range ∆? The classical state constitutes a truthmaker (Bub &

Pitowsky, 2010, p. 433) in relation to that quantity in the sense that, once a state assignment

is made, the answers to all such questions about the quantity are determined in advance and

irrespective of whether we actually ask any questions at all (i.e., irrespective of whether we

actually perform an experiment on the system). Further, in classical theory, this is true for all

observables. That is, once we assign a state to a system, any question concerning any of the

observable quantities related to it is determined in advance of carrying out whatever process

allows one to ascertain the answer.

As for quantum-mechanical states, these fail to be truthmakers in relation to the observable

38One of the reasons for focusing on complete positivity is that it nicely illustrates an important way in which

the closed and the open systems views differ. We note, however, that Bassi, Dürr, & Hinrichs (2013) have shown

that complete positivity does not need to be separately assumed in the derivation of the Lindblad equation if the

dynamics of a system are assumed to be Markovian. We remark that, as with fundamental not completely positive

dynamics, fundamental non-Markovian dynamics are not conceptually problematic on the open systems view

either, simply because these are among the possible dynamical evolutions of an open system (in particular one that

is strongly coupled to its environment).
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quantities associated with a system in two senses, corresponding to what have been described

elsewhere as the “big” and the “small” measurement problems:39 First, the “big” problem: A

given state specification yields, in general, only the probability that the answer to a given ex-

perimental question will take on one or another value when asked. This in itself is not as much

of a departure from classical theory as one might think, however, because conditional upon

the selection of an observable, one can, in quantum theory, describe the observed probabilities

(over the values of that observable) as stemming from an imagined prior classical probability

distribution over a corresponding dynamical property of the system that is determined in ad-

vance by the quantum state. This is the flip side of the point, which we made earlier, that there

is no way to effectively distinguish, in the context of a local measurement, a properly from

an improperly mixed ensemble. That is, conditional upon the selection of a particular observ-

able for measurement, the statistics predicted by the reduced density operator characterizing

the state of an improperly mixed ensemble will be effectively indistinguishable from the statis-

tics predicted by the density operator characterizing an ensemble that is a proper mixture of

systems in eigenstates of the selected observable. This means that, conditional upon selecting

that particular observable for measurement, we can effectively use this properly mixed state to

characterize the system from that point forward, despite the fact that the system has actually

become entangled with the measuring apparatus as a result of its interaction with it. The con-

ditional probabilities associated with the various values of the selected observable are given by

the Born rule. Note, however, that the theoretical framework of ST does not include any law

for the dynamical evolution of a system described by a state vector other than the Schrödinger

equation (or the Dirac equation in the relativistic case). The dynamics that lead to the appear-

ance of one definite outcome of a measurement, rather than another, is not further described by

the theory.40

The second, more important, sense in which the state of a quantum-mechanical system fails

to be a truthmaker in relation to questions that can be asked about the observable quantities

associated with it (the “small” problem) is this: The various probability distributions which

can, conditional upon a corresponding physical interaction, be used to effectively characterize

39The distinction between a “big” and a “small” measurement problem was first introduced by Itamar Pitowsky

(2006), and is further developed in Bub & Pitowsky (2010), Bub (2016), and in Janas et al. (2022). Brukner

(2017) also distinguishes between a small and a big measurement problem but, unlike these other authors, does

not use the terms ironically. Thus Brukner’s small problem is these other authors’ “big” problem and vice versa.

(Otherwise their construals are similar.) Here we follow the exposition given in Janas et al. (2022).
40This is a feature of quantum theory that is not interpretation-dependent. As we will discuss in more detail

shortly, there are two families of interpretations of ST that take it to offer a complete description of reality: or-

thodox and Everett. Everett is obviously a “no-collapse” interpretation, but there has been some confusion and

misinformation in the literature regarding the orthodox interpretation that we will take the opportunity to clarify

here: Neither orthodox nor Everett interpretations of quantum theory posit anything other than unitary dynamics

to characterize the dynamical evolution of a state vector. Consider, for instance, Bub (2016, p. 228): “A unitary

dynamical analysis of a measurement process goes as far as you would like it to go, to whatever level of precision

is convenient. The collapse, as a conditionalization of the quantum state, is something you put in by hand after

observing the actual outcome. The physics doesn’t give it to you.” Likewise for the orthodox interpretation in its

original forms (Howard, 2004), and see also d’Espagnat (2001, secs. 3–4). So-called “dynamical collapse” inter-

pretations (Ghirardi, 2018) of quantum mechanics are better thought of as alternative theories than as alternative

interpretations. They view quantum theory as incomplete, and supplement it with a dynamical mechanism for the

non-unitary evolution, not just of the density operator, but of the state vector as well, that is presented as explaining

the appearance of definite outcomes of measurements at macroscopic scales (see also the related “transactional

interpretation” of Cramer, 1988; Kastner, 2013, 2020). The view called “wavefunction realism” (Albert, 1996;

Ney, 2013; North, 2013) is, unlike the orthodox and Everett interpretations, not an interpretation of ST. It is an

interpretation of a specific theory (non-relativistic quantum mechanics) that can be formulated in that framework

but that does not generalize (Myrvold, 2015; Wallace, 2020a).
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the various observable quantities associated with a system, cannot be embedded into a global

prior probability distribution over the values of all observables as they can be for a classically

describable system. In quantum theory one can only say that conditional upon our inquiring

about the observable A, there will be a particular probability distribution that can be used to

effectively characterize the possible answers to that question. Conditional upon the selection of

a different observable, we will need to use a different probability distribution (over the values

of that observable) that is in general incompatible with the first.41 This is a problem because

ST’s unitary description of a measurement interaction does not, in itself, give us an answer to

which of these probability distributions is to be preferred.42

So far nothing we have asserted should be seen as controversial, even if these aspects of

quantum theory are not always the ones most emphasized in the philosophical literature.43 The

following statements, in contrast, are controversial: Because the probability distributions over

the values of every classical observable associated with a system are determined by the clas-

sical state description, independently of whether a physical interaction through which one can

assess those values is actually made, we are invited to think of them as originating in the prop-

erties of an underlying physical system that exists in a particular way irrespective of anything

external, even though there is nothing in the concept of a value, per se, that forces us to think

of values as originating in this way. This is not the case in quantum theory, where the more

complex structure of observables related by it does not similarly invite the inference from the

values of observable quantities to the properties of an underlying system in that sense.44 What

is exhibited by the state vector associated with a quantum-mechanical system is not a collection

of observer-independent properties, but the structure of and interdependencies among the (uni-

tarily related) possible ways that one can effectively characterize a system in the context of a

physical interaction.45 This, in any case, is according to the orthodox interpretation of quantum

theory, which we will have more to say about presently.

There is an ongoing debate over the issue of realism regarding the state vector, where being

a realist means that one takes it to represent the observer-independent state of a physical system.

In the framework of Harrigan & Spekkens (2010), we call an interpretation of the state vector

|ψ〉-ontic if it is taken to represent the real state of a physical system in this sense (cf. Primas,

1990, p. 244). More concretely, a |ψ〉-ontic interpretation takes it that for a given real state of the

system, λ, there is a single state vector corresponding to it. If, further, the state vector is taken

to completely describe the system’s real state (i.e., if there is a one-one mapping between λ

41Specifically, they will be incompatible whenever the two observables in question do not commute.
42What we are here calling the “small” measurement problem is intimately related to (in the sense that the

“small” measurement problem is precisely what is highlighted by) the thought experiment recently suggested by

Frauchiger & Renner (2018). For some recent commentaries on this and related thought experiments, see Brukner

(2018); Bub (2020, 2021); Dascal (2020); DeBrota, Fuchs, & Schack (2020); Felline (2020); Healey (2018);

Lazarovici & Hubert (2019).
43The statements of the “small” and “big” measurement problems are only meant to characterize our observa-

tional experience in relation to quantum systems; we have said nothing so far about how to interpret this experience

in ontological terms. In a deterministic hidden-variables theory (and in the Everett interpretation), for instance,

there are no probabilities at the ontological level. Nevertheless, each of these ways of interpreting quantum theory

needs to be able to either explain, or explain away, the significance of the “small” and “big” problems in its own

terms.
44Arguably this is the real point of von Neumann’s (much-maligned) proof of the impossibility of hidden-

variable theories; i.e., that the “beables” (see Bell, 2004 [1984], sec. 2) of a deterministic hidden-variables theory

cannot be represented by Hermitian operators in Hilbert space. For further discussion, see Acuña (2021a,b); Bub

(2010b); Dieks (2017).
45This underlying conception of what a system’s state represents is, we think, very similar to what Curiel (2014)

has (compellingly) argued is the general conception of a classical state. We will come back to this in note 54 below.
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and |ψ〉), then in addition to being |ψ〉-ontic such an interpretation is |ψ〉-complete. The Everett

(commonly known as the “many-worlds”) interpretation of quantum theory (Everett III, 1973

[1956]), for instance, is generally regarded as both |ψ〉-ontic and |ψ〉-complete, while Bohmian

mechanics is a |ψ〉-incomplete interpretation despite being |ψ〉-ontic.

In the framework of Harrigan & Spekkens (2010) one can also describe so-called |ψ〉-
epistemic interpretations of the state vector. Such interpretations take the same real state of

a system, λ, to in general be compatible with more than one quantum state. Einstein’s inter-

pretation (Howard, 1985) of quantum theory is a |ψ〉-epistemic interpretation in this sense, and

so are its modern successors (e.g., Spekkens, 2007). Such interpretations are also, clearly, |ψ〉-
incomplete insofar as they take there to be a real state, λ, that is incompletely described by

|ψ〉.
The orthodox interpretation of the state vector, the one that Einstein himself was actually

most concerned with objecting to,46 is neither a |ψ〉-ontic nor a |ψ〉-epistemic interpretation

in the senses just specified. Yemima Ben-Menahem (2017) has called it a ‘radical epistemic’

interpretation. This label, though from a certain point of view not inappropriate, is misleading

for reasons which should become clearer as we progress.47 For now the important point to

note is that, on the orthodox interpretation of quantum theory, we are not to think of a system

as having a real—in the sense of an observer-independent—state, λ, at all, for the reasons

suggested by our discussion of the “big” and especially the “small” measurement problems

above.

We mentioned the ontological models framework of Harrigan & Spekkens (2010) because it

will be familiar to readers familiar with the Pusey-Barrett-Rudolph theorem (Pusey, Barrett, &

Rudolph, 2012), which proves that what one might call ‘non-radical’ epistemic interpretations

of a particular sort are impossible.48 Evidently, however, the orthodox interpretation of quantum

theory (and its successors) cannot be formulated in this framework, thus the ontological models

framework is of limited use. A more helpful way of relating the various interpretations of

quantum theory, given in Janas et al. (2022, ch. 1), is as a genealogy, pictured as a phylogenetic

tree with two main branches (see Figure 1). One of these branches follows, roughly, the lead

of Erwin Schrödinger, for whom the big discovery of quantum mechanics was that a wave

phenomenon underlies the particle behavior of matter. The other, historically older, ‘orthodox’

branch, roughly follows the lead of Werner Heisenberg, for whom the big discovery of quantum

mechanics was that solving the problems atomic physics was faced with, in the crisis years of

the 1920s, required a new framework for representing physical quantities.49

Both of these main branches contain further subdivisions. The former branch divides into

those interpretations that take quantum theory to be complete, i.e., the various versions of the

Everett interpretation which we will have more to say about later, and those that do not, such

as Einstein’s view as well as the various versions of Bohmian mechanics and dynamical col-

lapse theories. On the other branch we find the various versions of the orthodox interpretation

and their descendants. These also take quantum theory to be complete. They include, but are

not limited to, the connected group of ideas of Niels Bohr (1928, 1935, 1949, 1958), Werner

46The orthodox interpretation is not, of course, the only interpretation that Einstein was critical of, but it was

clearly the one that he focused most of his energies on. For a discussion of Einstein’s criticisms of, for instance,

the de Broglie-Bohm interpretation, see Myrvold (2003).
47Although we think the label ‘radical epistemic’ is misleading, we otherwise do not take issue with Ben-

Menahem’s very illuminating characterization of orthodox interpretations and explanation of why they fall outside

of the scope of the Pusey-Barrett-Rudolph theorem.
48For an illuminating discussion of the theorem’s assumptions, see Leifer (2014). See also Barrett, Cavalcanti,

Lal, & Maroney (2014) and Leifer & Maroney (2013) for related no-go theorems.
49For more on the genesis of quantum mechanics, see Duncan & Janssen (2019).
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Figure 1: A genealogy of interpretations of ST (Janas, Cuffaro, & Janssen, 2022).

Heisenberg (1959, 1971), Grete Hermann (2017 [1935]), Wolfgang Pauli (1994), John von Neu-

mann (1955 [1932]), Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker (2006 [1985]), and others that are together

sometimes referred to as the Copenhagen group of interpretations, though they do not consti-

tute a single unified view (see Howard, 2004). More recent offshoots of the orthodox branch

include the objectivist neo-Copenhagen interpretations of, for instance, Brukner (2017); Bub

(2016, 2017); Bub & Pitowsky (2010); Demopoulos (2012, 2018); Janas et al. (2022); Pitowsky

(1989, 2006);50 the subjectivist interpretation called QBism (Fuchs, Mermin, & Schack, 2014;

Fuchs, 2017); Richard Healey’s (2012; 2017) pragmatist interpretation; Carlo Rovelli’s (1996;

2021) relational interpretation, and others.51

Orthodox interpretations, which deny that we should think of a system as having an

observer-independent state, will truly seem radical for someone who finds it hard to imag-

ine describing reality in an observer-dependent way.52 Orthodox interpreters can counter (see

50These are also sometimes referred to as ‘informational’ or ‘information-theoretic’ interpretations. As Janas

et al. (2022, ch. 1) point out, this is ultimately just a slogan (Janas et al. also refer to their interpretation as

‘Bubism’ in honor of Jeffrey Bub) that is intended to convey what is new or novel about quantum theory in relation

to classical theory (on the Bubist view, both the “small” and the “big” measurement problems are “not bugs but

features” (Janas et al., 2022, ch. 1) of quantum theory).
51Given its radical subjectivity, it may seem strange to call QBism an orthodox interpretation, but this is entirely

appropriate given our visualization of interpretations of quantum mechanics as a phylogenetic tree. QBism begins

with the (objectivist) ideas of Bohr, Pauli, John Archibald Wheeler (1983), and others, and then diverges from

them (Fuchs, 2017), especially as it regards the interpretation of probability (which for QBists is subjective). As

far as we can tell, however, QBism and all of the other views we call orthodox share the very general features that

we lay out in this section.
52Our use of the term ‘observer’ here should not necessarily be understood in the thick metaphysical sense; i.e.,

as some agent (embodied or otherwise). Exactly how one interprets the concept of an observer depends on the

particular version of the orthodox interpretation being defended. For instance, on the neo-Copenhagen position,

the concept of an observer is schematic, associated with a particular choice of Boolean frame (see, e.g., Pitowsky,

1989; Bub, 2016; Janas et al., 2022). QBism takes the other extreme, and incorporates a metaphysically thick

conception of an agent into their worldview (Fuchs, 2017, sec. 2). On the relational view an observer is any

physical system in relation to which we describe a given system of interest (Rovelli, 1996, p. 1641). On the

pragmatist interpretation, an observer is associated with a context (alternately: an “environment”) within which

the truth value of a given statement can be assessed (Healey, 2021, sec. 3).
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Janas et al., 2022, sec. 6.5), however, that the ideal of an observer-independent reality is not

methodologically necessary for science and that modern physics (especially, but not only, quan-

tum theory) has taught us—a lesson they embrace as a scientific discovery (see Hermann, 2017

[1935]; Cuffaro, 2021a)—that there is a limit to the usefulness of pursuing this ideal. Quantum

theory, that is, is construed as placing restrictions, not so much on what we can know (although

it does that too) but on what we can conceive of knowing (Pitowsky, 1994, pp. 113–114; cf.

van Fraassen, 2002, p. 3). These restrictions are not absolute (Hermann 2017 [1933]; Hermann

2017 [1935], sec. 7; Janas et al. 2022, ch. 7), but they are quantifiable (Bub, 2010a, 2012; Cuf-

faro, 2018, 2021b). One may choose to call this an epistemic interpretation if one wishes, but it

is clear that this is a very different sense of that word than the one explicated in the ontological

models framework of Harrigan & Spekkens.

Despite being ‘radically epistemic’ (in the above senses), the orthodox interpretation is a

realist interpretation of quantum theory that, moreover, takes the theory to be complete. But

what the orthodox interpretation is realist about is not the concept of an observer-independent

reality.53 What the state vector compactly encodes, on the orthodox interpretation, is a collec-

tion of unitarily-related conditional probability distributions through which one can effectively

characterize a given system in the context of a particular physical interaction.54 These ways of

effectively characterizing the system are not themselves (though they may appear to be from

within their associated physical contexts) literal depictions of an observer-independent reality,

but they are really constrained, and they are constrained in a particular way that is determined

by the quantum state vector independently of any particular observer (d’Espagnat 2001, sec. 4,

Healey 2020).

As for the system whose effective characterizations, conditional upon a corresponding phys-

ical interaction, are really constrained by the state vector, it is in fact conceived of not as a closed

but as an open system on an orthodox interpretation. When a system S is in a state like

|ψ1〉 = α |b+1 〉 + β |b−1 〉, (3.1)

which is unitarily related to the state

|ψ2〉 = α′ |b+2 〉 + β′ |b−2 〉, (3.2)

and so on, what this signifies is that coupling the degrees of freedom of S to those of a further

systemM will allow one to describe S in terms of a collection of unitarily-related conditional

probability distributions over the possible outcomes of an assessment ofM as described with

respect to a particular basis bm. Consider Bohr:

In the treatment of atomic problems, actual calculations are most conveniently car-

ried out with the help of a Schrödinger state function, from which the statistical

laws governing observations obtainable under specified conditions can be deduced

by definite mathematical operations. It must be recognized, however, that we are

here dealing with a purely symbolic procedure, the unambiguous physical interpre-

53The various versions of the orthodox view have been called ‘participatory realist’ (Cabello, 2016; Fuchs,

2016). Peter Evans (2020) has called the kind of objectivity attributed to quantum theory on some versions of the

orthodox view ‘perspectival objectivity’. Even in QBism, although one interprets probabilities in quantum theory

(as one does all probabilities) subjectively, the theory is taken to provide us with an objective method for guiding

our action (Fuchs, 2017, sec. 2.1).
54Compare this with Erik Curiel’s (2014) construal (esp. sec. 3) of the configuration space of an abstract

classical system as encoding a description of its kinematically-possible interactions with other abstract classical

systems. See also note 45 above.
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tation of which in the last resort requires a reference to a complete experimental

arrangement. Disregard of this point has sometimes led to confusion, and in partic-

ular the use of phrases like ‘disturbance of phenomena by observation’ or ‘creation

of physical attributes of objects by measurements’ is hardly compatible with com-

mon language and practical definition. (Bohr, 1958, pp. 392–393, our emphasis)

Consider, also, von Neumann:

[O]ur knowledge of a system S′, i.e., of the structure of a statistical ensemble

{S′
1
,S′

2
, . . .}, is never described by the specification of a state—or even by the

corresponding [vector |φ〉]; but usually by the result of measurements performed

on the system. (von Neumann, 1927, p. 260)55

Consider, finally, an ensemble of identically prepared entangled pairs; i.e., a number of

systems, each of which is composed of two interacting subsystems,S andM, that are entangled

together in the state |Ψ〉S+M. If, as we saw earlier, we now consider the sub-ensemble of this

ensemble that is formed by choosing M from each pair, and inquire of the systems in that

sub-ensemble concerning the observable O (i.e., if we make a reading of the measurement

instrument), we will find that the resulting statistical distribution of answers will be effectively

characterisable as having arisen from experiments on a properly mixed ensemble of systems,

each of which is in an eigenstate of the selected observable. Strictly speaking, however, in

the context of its physical interaction (with Si) eachMi cannot possibly be in some state |φ j〉
(with probability p j). Strictly speaking, Si andMi are open systems which we describe using

reduced density operators (Breuer & Petruccione, 2007, p. viii).

S is here conceived of as, in reality, an open system. But since ST is formulated from the

closed systems point of view, conceiving of S as an open system in this framework requires

the introduction of a larger Hilbert space that includes the degrees of freedom of a further sys-

tem M that one posits to be coupled with S. This is true regardless of scale. Even when S
is the whole universe, what a state vector describing its state signifies is that, in the context of

an interaction between S and the measurement deviceM of a hypothetical supreme being (or

anything that could interact with the universe as a whole), this being will be able to charac-

terize the outcomes of that interaction in accordance with a set of unitarily-related conditional

probability distributions. There is no question of taking either the state vector or its generaliza-

tion, the density operator, to truly represent a closed system of observer-independent properties

on this understanding of quantum theory. The closed system described by |ψ〉S is merely ab-

stract. It encodes the abstract possibility space of the system in the context of an interaction

with an external environment.56 The real system represented is an open system, most generally

described by a density operator. Open systems, most generally described by density operators,

are real on the orthodox interpretation of ST and there is no place in ST’s ontology, under this

interpretation, for closed systems.57

Open systems (in addition to closed systems) are also part of ST’s ontology under the Ev-

erett interpretation, the other main family of interpretations of ST whose defenders, like the

55We have slightly changed the mathematical notation to be consistent with our own. For further discussion of

this passage see Duncan & Janssen (2013, pp. 251–252).
56See notes 45 and 54 above.
57We note that the statement that open systems are real in ST is compatible with the methodological presuppo-

sitions of the closed systems view because, conditional upon a given interaction between S andM, it is always

possible to model the dynamics of S in terms of a probability distribution over the evolutions, each in accordance

with a particular Hamiltonian, of a given set of state vectors.
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defenders of the orthodox interpretation, take it to offer us a complete description of reality.

Earlier we discussed the “big” measurement problem; i.e., the problem raised by the fact that

a given state specification yields, in general, only the probability that the answer to a given ex-

perimental question will take on one or another value when asked. An advocate of the Everett

interpretation solves this problem by asserting that all of the possible outcomes actually obtain,

each in their own effectively independent “world.” This does not solve the “small” measure-

ment problem, however, which is known to Everettians as the preferred basis problem. The

problem, from the Everettian point of view, is that a given state vector can be decomposed in

more than one eigenbasis corresponding to the different observables associated with a system.

But depending on the eigenbasis chosen we will have a different story to tell about the worlds

that are described as existing by the state vector.

For instance a spin-1
2

system whose state is expressible as (|z+〉 + |z−〉)/
√

2 in the eigenbasis

of the Pauli Z operator, is expressible in the eigenbasis of the Pauli X operator simply as |x+〉.
Should we take there to be two worlds in this physical situation, or only one? The problem

is solved, at least in part, by appealing to the dynamical process of decoherence. When a

system, S, interacts with an external environment—for instance some measurement apparatus,

M—then the terms in the superposition describing S’s state decohere (Zurek, 2003 [1991])

and come to achieve a kind of independence from one another when decomposed into a given

eigenbasis of the density operator characterizingM. We have seen the effects of this dynamical

process already. This is the reason why it is possible to, as we mentioned above, effectively

describe a given system Si, from an improperly mixed ensemble, as if it is in some pure state

|ψ j〉 with probability p j even though in reality it cannot be in a pure state since it is entangled

withMi.

How much remains to be solved after taking decoherence into account will depend on the

particular version of the Everett interpretation being defended (a point we will return to shortly).

But all Everettians should agree that the point of view, on one part of the universe, B, of an

agent who is herself just one part of the rest of the universe, A, which just happens to be so

constituted that it functions as a ‘measuring apparatus’ (i.e., it can reliably be correlated with

different states of B either by or for the agent), is itself a matter of fact that is completely

described by the state vector for the combined interacting system A + B. In particular, with

respect to a given eigenbasis of the density operator characterizing A, the state vector for

A+B predicts statistics for measurements on B that can, effectively, be described as stemming

from experiments on members of a hypothetical proper mixture of various proportions, p j, of

systems in pure states |ψ j〉B. On the Everettian view, each |ψ j〉B is then taken to represent the

world to anyone who is able to conceive of such a notion and who happens to be a part of

what is described by the corresponding state, |φ j〉A, of A. The world, B, as it is represented

by an agent who is a part of A, however, is not the world as described by classical physics.

The world for the agent is represented by her as a state vector, a conception of the world that

diverges from the classical conception of the world in subtle ways that are only manifested

when she considers correlated systems, because correlated systems are in general entangled in

quantum theory.

This is true not only of a pair of particles, like the ones considered in the EPR experiment

(Einstein, Podolsky, & Rosen, 1935), that happen to be at hand to be experimented on by the

agent in her world. It is also true of A and B. To say that A and B are entangled is, from one

way of looking at the situation, to say that all of the various probability distributions over pure

states usable by an agent who is a part ofA to describe the statistics she obtains as she interacts

with B in order to assess the latter’s state in the context of various particular measurements,

although incompatible with one another if conceived of as all originating in the possessed
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properties of a single classical object, are nevertheless somehow all consistently encoded in the

state vector of the combined system A + B. This provides some motivation to take them and

the worlds (which will, in general, be many) described by each of them to represent something

real,58 at least for an agent in A who reflects on the consequences of her being entangled with

B.

As we mentioned earlier, where one goes from here will depend on the particular variant

of Everett being advocated for. A number of questions will be relevant to this. For instance:

Should we take all of the worlds so describable to (at least potentially) represent something

real (Saunders, 2021b, sec. 2)? Or should we take only those complex enough and stable

enough over the course of their lifetimes to be usefully describable, effectively, as a dynamically

evolving classical process (Wallace, 2003)? Or should something count as a world only if it

is approximately describable using the language of classical physics (in the full sense of that

term), and can be recognized as such by a dynamical system that happens to be constituted

in the right way to play the role of an agent (Vaidman, 2018, sec 2.1)? In fact, the Everett

interpretation does not, per se, depend essentially on the concept of a world at all (Carroll,

2021; Carroll & Singh, 2018; Lehner, 1997).59

Regardless of whether one takes all, some, or even none of the classical conditional prob-

ability distributions over pure states encoded in the universal state vector to really represent

multiverses, there are very good reasons, we think, from the Everettian perspective, to take all

such structures to be just as real as anything else described by the universal state vector.60 In

particular, it is a fact about quantum theory (see Section 2) that corresponding to any given

probability distribution over pure states of B, one can always find a pure state of some larger

systemA + B from which that probability distribution can be derived.61

All such ‘purifications’ of the mixed state of B are, as D’Ariano, Chiribella, & Perinotti

(2017, p. 171) put it, “essentially the same,” in the sense that they are all related to one another

by a local unitary transformation on the state of the environment, something, in fact, which

seems to distinguish quantum theory from other possible physical theories.62 Thus the density

operator, ρB, decomposed mathematically into a decoherent mixture of various states corre-

sponding to the elements of an eigenbasis of ρA, is just as objective a description of everything

there is, relative to the degrees of freedom included in our representation of B and to the given

58Properly speaking what the Everettian takes to be real are the ‘branch weights’, i.e., the squared amplitudes

corresponding to the terms in a superposition like the one shown in Eq. (2.6); (objective) probabilities are identified

with branch weights (Saunders, 2021a, sec. 3).
59It has recently been suggested that Jonathan Simon’s fragmentalist approach to interpreting the quantum state

vector (Simon, 2018) is actually “Everettian Quantum Mechanics in disguise” or at any rate “dangerously close”

to it (Iaquinto & Calosi, 2021, p. 2017). This is incorrect. Simon’s fragmentalism is, rather, best construed not as

an interpretation but as a meta-interpretation that is intended to be compatible both with unitary-only ST as well as

with supplemented versions of ST (i.e., collapse theories) that allow for the possibility of non-unitarily evolving

state vectors (Simon, 2018, sec. 3).
60As we mentioned above (see note 58), what are real, for Everett, are not the probabilities per se, but the

so-called branch weights to which they correspond; i.e., the complex coefficients, or ‘amplitudes’, associated with

the terms in a given superposition.
61For instance, to purify a mixed state, ρB =

∑

i pi |bi〉B B〈bi|, where the |bi〉B are elements of an orthonormal

basis for B, we introduce an ancilla system A which has the same state space as B and the orthonormal basis

{ |ai〉A}. We then define the pure state |Ψ〉A+B =
∑

i

√
pi |ai〉A ⊗ |bi〉B. It can be verified that calculating the reduced

density operator forB in relation to this entangled state yields our original density operator ρB (Nielsen & Chuang,

2000, sec. 2.5).
62D’Ariano et al. (2017, ch. 1) list six principles: causality, local discriminability, perfect discriminability, ideal

compression, atomicity of composition, and purification, that can be used to characterize theories of (syntactic)

information. Classical theory (as applied to information) satisfies the first five. Quantum theory is the only such

theory that satisfies all six D’Ariano et al. (2017, pt. IV).
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eigenbasis, as the universal state vector |Ψ〉A+B. Further, if we would like to describe the mixed

state of B relative to some other basis, we can (equivalently) either unitarily transform |Ψ〉A+B
and then trace over A, or unitarily transform ρB directly by applying the Liouville-von Neu-

mann equation. For the Everettian there can be no reason that one can glean from the framework

of ST per se to think of an open system, i.e., a system whose degrees of freedom are coupled

with those of its environment, whose state is represented by a density operator ρB decomposed

in a particular basis—regardless of whether one’s version of Everett licenses taking a particular

decomposition of the density operator to represent a multitude of worlds or not—as any less an

element of reality than the closed system represented by the universal state vector |Ψ〉A+B (cf.

Wallace 2012, secs. 8.4, 8.6, Wallace & Timpson 2010).

There are no other options for someone who takes ST seriously as a candidate fundamental

theoretical framework, i.e., who interprets it to offer us a complete description of reality. And

regardless of whether one favors Everett or the orthodox interpretation, we have seen that there

are good reasons to think of open systems, represented by density operators evolving, in general,

non-unitarily, as real within ST, just as they are in GT.

Recall from Section 1 that for Schaffer, the lesson of ST is that the cosmos is the one and

only fundamental thing. We have seen in this section, however, that despite being formulated

from the closed systems point of view, the ontology of ST actually includes open systems

either exclusively (for orthodox interpreters) or in addition to closed systems (for Everettians).

Moreover in the next section we will see that that there is a clear motivation, that arises from

within ST and regardless of how one interprets it, to embrace GT—a framework motivated by

the metaphysical position that takes open systems to be fundamental—as a more fundamental

theoretical framework than it.

4 The Fundamentality of the Open Systems View

We saw in the last section that there are two alternative ways to characterize the physics of

quantum systems. The first way uses ST, a theoretical framework formulated from the closed

systems point of view, and represents closed systems using state vectors that evolve unitarily.

The second way uses GT, a theoretical framework formulated from the open systems point of

view, which represents all systems using density operators that evolve, in general, non-unitarily.

The question that we will be addressing in this section concerns which of these characterizations

is the more fundamental one. We will consider three alternative notions of fundamentality

as it relates to a comparison between theoretical frameworks in the course of our discussion.

One of these is ontic fundamentality, which relates to the objects described by a theoretical

framework.63 The second is epistemic fundamentality, which relates to our knowledge of those

objects. The third is explanatory fundamentality. In the remainder of this section we will argue

that GT is a more fundamental theoretical framework than ST regardless of which of these

ways of cashing out fundamentality one adopts.

4.1 Ontic Fundamentality

In Section 2 we distinguished between models, theories, and theoretical frameworks. We begin

this section by noting that the question of ontic fundamentality is relevant to all three of these

conceptual levels. In the context of particle physics one might say, for instance, that a model of

a phenomenon given in terms of quarks is more fundamental than one given in terms of protons,

63We will explain what we mean by an object of a theoretical framework in the next subsection.
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appealing to the fact that protons are “made up” of quarks (and gluons) according to our best

theory.64 Particle physics is not special in this. In the context of arithmetic, to take a different

example, one might claim that integers are more fundamental than rational numbers, given that

a fraction is formed by relating two integers and made up of them in that sense (cf. Frege, 1980

[1884], p. II).

The second example illustrates that the question of relative ontic fundamentality as it relates

to two models of a target system in the context of a given theory can be a subtle one.65 Every

integer is the sum of two rationals, after all, thus one could (conceivably) argue on that basis

that rationals, not integers, are more fundamental in arithmetic. Note that the above arguments

all assume that if A is ‘made up of’ B (whatever that means in a given context66), then B is more

fundamental than A. That is only one way to flesh out ontic fundamentality in the context of a

given theory, however. There may be others. But we will set this question aside for now. The

important thing to take away from these examples, for our purposes, is that in each case what

is being compared are particular models as described within a single theory.

The question of whether one theory or theoretical framework is more fundamental than an-

other is not like the question of whether quarks are more fundamental than protons in particle

physics, or whether integers are more fundamental than rational numbers in arithmetic. Answer-

ing the question of which of two given theories or theoretical frameworks is more fundamental,

where each, within itself, supports its own relations of ontological fundamentality with respect

to the objects it describes, can be a subtle and difficult exercise. As Kerry McKenzie (2019, §4)

notes, some such questions will be easier to answer than others, at least prima facie. A com-

pelling case, for instance, can be made that classical theory is less fundamental than quantum

theory because certain aspects of the appearance of classicality can be seen to follow from the

unitary dynamics of quantum-mechanical systems via the dynamical process of decoherence.

How one interprets this dynamical account of the appearance of classicality is another matter,

of course, but putting interpretive questions to one side for the moment, the reason this case is

particularly compelling is that (as McKenzie notes) all one needs to do to get the appearance

of classicality is to consider the effective dynamics of quantum systems entangled with their

external environment.

The above example of the relation between quantum and classical theory seems to suggest

that we can call one theoretical framework more fundamental than another one if objects as

described by the latter can always be seen to arise as a special case of some aspect of objects

as described by the former.67 The basic idea here is to think of fundamentality comparisons

between frameworks in terms of a kind of determination (or what Bennett calls a building) rela-

tion; i.e., it is to think of the more fundamental as somehow being responsible for, i.e., as a suffi-

cient condition for bringing about the less fundamental (McKenzie, 2019, sec. 3).68 Motivated

64This is currently referred to as the “standard model,” which is actually not a model in the sense (generally

used in the philosophy of science) discussed in Section 2, but a theory.
65In this case we can think of the ‘target system’ as the particular quantity described by the expressions ‘3’, ‘1/3

+ 8/3’, ‘2/3 + 7/3’, and so on. What one should make of the ontological status of such target systems is, of course,

another matter.
66As Karen Bennett (2017, sec. 2.1) would put it, there are multiple ‘building relations’ (which form a unified

family) in virtue of which we can take one thing to be more fundamental than some other thing.
67In the rest of the section we will focus on comparisons between frameworks rather than theories, though we

take our discussion to be applicable at the latter level as well.
68Bennett’s particular characterization of building is as a directed relationship between fundamental and non-

fundamental such that the former is understood as necessitating and generating the latter (2017, sec. 3.1). Both

necessitation and generation express sufficient conditions insofar as a particular state of the non-fundamental is

taken to be entailed (in one of those senses) by a particular state of the fundamental. Other philosophers who cash

out fundamentality in terms of determination include Fine (2015) and Dasgupta (2015).
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by this idea, we now proceed to provisionally explicate the relation of ontic fundamentality

between two theoretical frameworks. First, we informally explicate, and then elaborate on, the

idea of an object of a theoretical framework:

(Object) Let F be a theoretical framework. O is an Object (‘capital-O’) of F iff

objects (in the ‘little-o’, or ‘pre-theoretic’ sense) are representable in terms of O in

every model of every theory that can be formulated in F .

Clearly this explication is very informal, but it is enough to convey the idea that the Objects

of a theoretical framework are always available irrespective of any particular modeling assump-

tions one might employ in a given context (other than the minimal assumptions required by the

framework). In other words, the Objects of a theoretical framework codify its methodological

presuppositions; i.e., the ways in which (little-o) objects may be modeled in the framework.

Let us illustrate this in more concrete terms using the examples of ST and GT. Consider: (i) In

every model of every theory that can be formulated in ST, the state of a closed system, S, is

given by a unitarily evolving normalized state vector, |ψ〉; (ii) in every model of every theory

that can be formulated in GT, the state of a system, S, is given by an in-general non-unitarily

evolving density operator, ρ. Our ‘little-o’ object is S in each case.69 Our Objects are |ψ〉 and

ρ, by which we do not mean any particular instantiation of |ψ〉 or any particular instantiation of

ρ but the abstract concepts of a state vector and of a density operator in general, instances of

which we draw upon to represent a given system in a given model. From here on, whenever we

discuss the ‘objects of a theoretical framework’ (or use a similar expression), what we mean

are objects in the sense of Object, but we will generally not use (except in cases where it makes

sense to do this for emphasis) a capital-O.

Next, consider the following explication of ontic fundamentality as it relates to two objects

of a given framework:

(OntFund-O) Let OF and OP be any two objects of a given theoretical framework,

F . OF is ontologically more fundamental than OP with respect to F iff whenever

an instance of OP appears in any model of any theory that can be formulated in F ,

some instance of OF can be understood to determine OP in that model. Further-

more, OF is ontologically fundamental in F iff nothing is more fundamental than

OF in F .

We now use OntFund-O to define:

(OntFund-1) Let FF and FP be two theoretical frameworks, and let OP be any

one of the fundamental objects (in the sense of OntFund-O) of FP. FF is onto-

logically more fundamental than FP iff FF always re-describes any instance of OP

as effectively determined given an instance of some other object, OF , that is more

fundamental in FF. Furthermore, FF is ontologically fundamental iff there is no

theoretical framework more fundamental than FF.

69Our understanding of a ‘little-o’ object is similar to the way that Primas (1990) characterizes a system: “By

a system we just mean the referent of a theoretical discussion” (p. 244). Note, however, that our understanding

of an Object (capital-O) does not correspond to what Primas calls an object: “An object is defined to be an open

quantum system, interacting with its environment, but which is not Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-correlated with the

environment” (ibid.).
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Note that we have not explicated what it means, in general, to ‘re-describe’ (an instance of)

an object of one theoretical framework within some other theoretical framework. We do not

explicate what this means in general because we do not presuppose that it means the same thing

irrespective of the nature of the two frameworks under consideration. We do know, however,

what it means in the context of a comparison of ST and GT. As we discussed in Section 2, any

state vector |ψ〉 can alternately be described as a density operator by taking the projection onto

that state vector: ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|. This density operator describing the ‘pure’ state of a system is

equally valid in both ST and GT, while the state vector |ψ〉 is exclusive to ST. While, as we

saw, the way that we characterize the dynamics of systems in GT differs from the way that we

characterize them in ST, the density operator functions as a bridge-concept that allows us to

more easily compare the two frameworks with one another.

Unfortunately, it seems that OntFund-1 cannot help us to determine whether ST or GT

is more fundamental. On the one hand, the fundamental (unitary) dynamical evolution of a

state vector, |ψ〉, as described in ST is always re-describable in GT in terms of the fundamen-

tal (in general non-unitary) dynamical evolution of a density operator, ρ. On the other hand,

Stinespring’s theorem (see Section 2.2.2) shows us how to derive the non-unitary evolution of

a given density operator, ρS, from the fundamental unitary evolution of a state vector |Ψ〉S+E.
Note that the failure of OntFund-1 has nothing to do with the fact that it is motivated by the re-

lation of determination rather than, say, dependence (according to which the more fundamental

is thought of as a necessary rather than sufficient condition for the less fundamental (McKenzie,

2019, p. 57–58)). Since we can always translate ST’s picture of an evolving system into the

language of GT and vice versa without any loss of information, it should be clear that neither

dependence nor determination can help.

It might be thought that we can break the stalemate by recalling (see Section 2.2.2) that GT

has greater expressive power than ST in the sense that dynamical maps on density operators

that do not make physical sense in the latter framework have a natural interpretation in the

former. But unless we independently motivate these dynamical possibilities, appealing to the

greater expressive power of GT to argue for its relative fundamentality is circular insofar as it is

essentially to appeal to the very dynamical possibilities that the advocate of the closed systems

view (from which ST is formulated) would seem to find objectionable. We will come back to

this later. In the meantime we will restrict our attention to the dynamical descriptions that can

be made sense of in both frameworks.

The trouble with OntFund-1 is that it is too abstract. In particular we have not considered

the ‘little-o’ objects, i.e., the ontologies, that the ‘capital-O’ objects of ST and GT actually

represent. Recall from Section 3 that in regard to this question, GT was found to be clear

in at least this respect: Its fundamental objects represent systems as open in general. As for

ST, we saw that characterizing its ontology is somewhat more complicated, but that if one

takes ST to be a candidate fundamental theoretical framework, then there are only two families

of interpretational options available: Everett and orthodox; and on either option one should

conclude that ST is about open systems (at least in part) despite being formulated from the

closed systems point of view.

Recall from Section 2 that what we mean when we say that ST is formulated from the

closed systems point of view is that, within ST, because the Hamiltonian associated with a

system does not include terms to represent its interaction with its environment, modeling the

dynamics of an open system, S, involves showing how they arise as a result of the coupling

between S and a further system E that together form one closed system. And what we mean

when we say that ST is about open systems despite this is that, as we saw in Section 3, its

‘little-o’ objects are open systems and nothing else for the orthodox interpreter, and include
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both open and closed systems for the Everettian. GT, in contrast, is formulated from the open

systems point of view. On this view we do not model the influence of the external environment

on S in terms of an interaction between two systems. We rather represent that influence in our

formal description of the dynamics of S. In the remainder of this subsection, we will argue that

whether one favors Everett or the orthodox interpretation—or neither of them—there are good

reasons to take GT to be ontologically more fundamental than ST.

We begin by considering more carefully the ways in which GT and ST actually differ. For

the time being we leave aside the difference in expressive power between these two frameworks

that relates to the issue of the principle of complete positivity, and continue to restrict our

attention to the dynamical descriptions that make sense in both. With respect to this overlap

area, GT and ST are, evidently, predictively equivalent. Predictive equivalence on a given

domain does not imply empirical equivalence (let alone theoretical equivalence) on that domain,

however. In particular, Curiel (2014) has shown, convincingly, how two predictively equivalent

theoretical frameworks can evince empirically significant differences when we examine the

global features of each.70 One of the global features of a theoretical framework consists in

the way that it allows one to describe everything in its domain, which in this case (since these

are frameworks for physical theories) comprises everything that physically exists. In the case

of GT, the picture one draws of the physical universe’s evolving state describes it as an in-

principle non-unitarily evolving density operator, while in the case of ST one depicts it in terms

of a unitarily evolving state vector. Let us consider what to make of this difference between ST

and GT on the orthodox and Everett interpretations, in turn.

On an orthodox interpretation of ST, the closed system represented by a state vector is

merely abstract; it codifies a collection of unitarily-related conditional probability distributions

through which one can effectively characterize a given open system in the context of a physical

interaction.71 Open systems, which are most generally represented by density operators, are

the stuff of the world on orthodox interpretations of ST. There is no room for closed systems,

in an ontological sense, at all; not even for the closed system of interrelated observational

possibilities represented by the universal state vector. But since ST is formulated from the

closed systems point of view, expressing that S is an open system, regardless of whether S’s

state is given in terms of a density operator or a state vector, even in the case where what

is being described is the entire physical universe, always involves introducing a hypothetical

second system in interaction with the first, both of which are conceived of as open systems.

Thus the picture of the physical universe that is presented to us by GT, which describes

it as an in-principle non-unitarily evolving open system, is a picture of the universe that the

orthodox interpreter is already ontologically committed to on the basis of her understanding of

ST. GT is also, as we mentioned, predictively equivalent to ST in relation to the dynamical

descriptions that both can make physical sense of. GT differs from ST insofar as it strips away

the “ultimate observer” from our description of a given quantum system (cf. Bub, 2020, sec.

4); i.e., the second system that we introduce, in any theoretical framework formulated from the

closed systems point of view, to account for the dynamics of a given open system. But despite

this the orthodox interpreter’s underlying conception of a system as open need not change in

the move from ST to GT. That is, although the degrees of freedom associated with the observer

are stripped away from our description of a system in GT, the density operator characterizing

the system may straightforwardly be interpreted in the same way as before; i.e., as encoding a

probability distribution over the ways that the system will manifest itself to a user of the theory

70For a discussion of some different senses of empirical inequivalence (including those that appeal to inequiva-

lence in expressive power) and of theoretical equivalence more generally, see Weatherall (2019a,b).
71See notes 45 and 54 above.
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that is interacting with it. Finally, GT makes fully explicit what the conditions are that are

required in general to recover the dynamical evolutions that are possible in ST. The orthodox

interpreter thus has, we conclude, very good reasons to embrace GT as the more fundamental

theoretical framework.

For the Everett interpretation, which takes the unitarily evolving, multi-faceted, physical

system represented by a posited universal state vector to be a real physical system, the motiva-

tions for embracing GT are less obvious, but they are not absent. To begin with it is important

to note that different versions of the Everett interpretation disagree over whether we should

take seriously the possibility that the universe might be in a non-unitarily evolving mixed state.

David Wallace, for instance, has argued that we should (2012, sec. 10.5).72 We remark that

the non-unitary evolution of the universe would seem, at least at first blush, to be in tension

with the Everett interpretation, or at any rate with any version (like Wallace’s) that takes the

branching, over time, of the universe into effectively independently evolving world-structures

ontologically seriously. The problem is that if the physical universe is not represented as a uni-

tarily evolving state vector, then it becomes difficult to conceive of it in terms of a multiverse

of effectively independently evolving worlds.

A way, we think,73 to resolve the tension is to appeal to an analogy with worlds. Recall that

worlds are not actually fundamental on any version of the Everett interpretation. For Wallace

they are emergent concepts (Wallace, 2012, sec. 3.11) that we take to be real when it is suffi-

ciently useful for whatever our practical purposes may be to do so (Wallace, 2012, sec. 2.2). If

it is useful to conceive of the universe in terms of unitarily-related multiverses encoding what,

for whatever our practical purposes may be, can be understood as effectively classical worlds,

then it will be useful to do so regardless of whether the universe is actually in a mixed or in

a pure state. In the former case we need only purify the universe’s mixed state and evolve it

forward to reveal what we can then take the universe’s evolving branching structure to be. One

might object that this constitutes nothing more than a mathematical fiction. But as Wallace

points out, when sufficiently many pragmatic benefits ensue from taking concepts, for instance,

like ‘tiger’ and ‘classical world’, to represent something real in a given domain of discourse,

then this is a good enough reason to do so (Wallace, 2012, ch. 2).

The analogy with worlds is not perfect, however. Given the classical description of an indi-

vidual world, the quantum description of the universe (irrespective of whether the state of the

universe is pure or mixed) is not thereby determined. By contrast, the posited purification of the

mixed state of the universe—in terms of a state vector defined on a larger Hilbert space—does

determine that mixed state, and moreover yields correct predictions for the statistics arising

from measurements on a combined system consisting of the universe and whatever other sys-

tem a super-observer who stands outside of it might be using to interact with it in order to assess

its state. From the Everettian point of view there is nothing in the framework of ST per se that

can really motivate taking the posited non-unitary evolution of the mixed state of the universe

to be any more physical than the universal state vector representing its abstract purification.

Moreover (and most importantly), because the Hamiltonian associated with any system in ST

does not include terms that reflect its interaction with its environment, modeling the dynamics

72In his monograph, Wallace argues for this on the basis of general considerations to the effect that (i) there are

no philosophical reasons (for an Everettian or otherwise) not to take this possibility seriously (pp. 397–400). He

then argues, further, that (ii) there is positive evidence for this possibility on the basis of considering the physics

of black holes (pp. 400–401). Regardless of what one makes of the arguments in (ii), that issue is orthogonal to

the more general considerations appealed to in (i), which are in line with our own conclusions in this section. We

will return to the issue of the physics of black holes in Section 5.1.
73Wallace does not address this prima facie tension in his 2012 monograph or, as far as we know, anywhere

else.
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of a non-unitarily evolving system,S, really needs to involve showing how they arise as a result

of the coupling between S and a further system E that together form a single closed system.

One might (rightly) rejoin that it is not really the job of a theoretical framework to provide

an answer to the question of whether a particular purification of a particular mixed state is phys-

ically significant. Questions like this, one might rightly object, are best decided on a case by

case basis (with pragmatic considerations coming into play) in the context of a particular the-

ory that can be formulated within the framework of ST. We do not disagree. But other things

being equal we think that if we are willing to take seriously the idea that the universe might

be in a non-unitarily evolving mixed state, then given the choice between: on the one hand, a

framework that requires us to artificially inflate the number of degrees of freedom under con-

sideration in order to model a given system’s dynamics, irrespective of whether, in our heart of

hearts, we take these extra degrees of freedom to hold real physical significance; and, on the

other hand, a theoretical framework that does not, as a rule, require us to artificially inflate the

degrees of freedom needed to model a given system’s dynamics; then we should choose the

latter. Further, choosing GT does not require that we deny that ST’s description of the situa-

tion concerning the universe, including the branching structure of the effectively independently

evolving worlds it reveals, represents something real. Choosing GT only requires that we deny

that ST is fundamental.74

Sean Carroll, in a paper entitled “Reality as a Vector in Hilbert Space” concedes that: “Tech-

nically [the state of the universe] is more likely to be a mixed state described by a density op-

erator, but that can always be purified by adding a finite-dimensional auxiliary factor to Hilbert

space, so we won’t worry about such details” (Carroll, 2021, p. 5). Carroll, unlike Wallace,

does not comment on whether the mixed state of the universe should be understood as evolving

non-unitarily or unitarily. For our part we see no reason to rule out the possibility that it could

be evolving non-unitarily, for it is simply the case that density operators evolve, in general,

non-unitarily in ST. If we are to take seriously the idea that the universal state is represented

by a density operator (as Carroll plainly does), then we should take the possibility that it is

represented by a non-unitarily evolving density operator just as seriously. And if we do so,

then we should view GT as more fundamental than ST, since the former is the only frame-

work that actually permits us to model the state of the universe fundamentally in terms of a

non-unitarily evolving density operator. What one should make of the ontological significance

of ST and of its relation to GT in this light—whether we should take ST to reveal the structure

of many worlds, or whether we should take it to reveal something else—are further questions

whose answer would seem to depend on the particular version of the Everett interpretation one

is defending, but we will leave this for others to clarify.

As far as interpretations of ST go, this leaves only hidden-variable theories, which will

require only a brief discussion. Hidden-variable theories of ST, given that they are not compet-

74This is certainly true when the universe’s dynamics are represented by a completely positive map. There

seems to be a prima facie tension between the Everett interpretation and the idea of a not completely positive

map on the state space of the universe, however, since the dynamics of the universe, in the case where they are

described by a not completely positive map, cannot be interpreted as a contraction of the dynamics associated

with a larger closed system unless the latter is understood as unphysical in the sense that we discussed in Section

2.2.2. But, to reiterate, on the kind of Everettian interpretation of quantum theory we are considering here, if it is

sufficiently pragmatically beneficial to take a given abstract concept to represent something real in a given domain

of discourse, then this is a good enough reason to do so, though this does not imply that we should also take it to

be fundamental. Of course, one must still argue that it is sufficiently pragmatically useful to take the branching

structure associated with the dilation of a not completely positive map on the state space of a system to be real in

some sense. We see no reason in principle why one could not do this, but we leave the question of how to do it to

be pondered by others.
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ing interpretations of ST but different theoretical frameworks entirely, are not really relevant to

our comparison between GT and ST. Moreover, since GT shares those features of ST which

lead hidden-variable proponents to seek an alternative theoretical framework in the first place—

measurement outcomes are still irreducibly probabilistic in GT, and the probability distribu-

tions over measurement outcomes for different experiments performable on a system are still

in general incompatible75—those who favor hidden-variable theories are unlikely to embrace

GT as a fundamental theoretical framework for physics. There is nevertheless something that

advocates of hidden-variable theories may take away from our comparison between GT and

ST: that, since there are good reasons to conclude that GT is ontologically more fundamental

than ST, regardless of how one interprets ST as a candidate fundamental theoretical framework,

then the proponent of a hidden-variable interpretation would do better to focus her intellectual

energies on GT rather than ST in her efforts to recover whatever she requires of a framework

that it be able to do.

We have now argued: (i) that open systems are fundamental in ST, regardless of how one

interprets ST as a candidate fundamental theoretical framework; (ii) that, regardless of how

one interprets ST tout court, one should conclude that GT is more fundamental than ST with

respect to the dynamical descriptions that can be made sense of in both. This is enough to

conclude that GT is ontologically more fundamental than ST, and thus enough to have fulfilled

the goal that we set for ourselves in this subsection. What remains is to provide our proposal,

finally, for an explication of ontic fundamentality as it relates to theoretical frameworks:

(OntFund-2) Let FF and FP be two theoretical frameworks, and let {OF} and {Op}
be their corresponding fundamental objects (in the sense, say, of OntFund-O).76

Furthermore let FF and FP be motivated by two distinct metaphysical positions,

MF andMP, respectively, in regard to their ‘little-o’ objects. FF is ontologically

more fundamental than FP iff the way that the {Op} actually represent their ‘little-

o’ objects corresponds not to MP but to MF. Furthermore, FF is ontologically

fundamental iff there is no theoretical framework more fundamental than FF.

The fact that the ontological implications of taking a view in a given domain might become

decoupled from the metaphysical position that motivates that view in the first place might seem

paradoxical, but we can begin to understand how this situation arises in quantum theory when

we consider that the closed systems view from which ST is formulated is the view of the world

it inherited from classical (i.e., 19th century) physics. ST generalizes probabilistically (as

compared with classical theory) the way in which one can represent the state of a closed system

while remaining consistent with the methodological presuppositions of the closed systems view.

As we have seen, however, the result of this generalization is that what is actually represented

by the objects of ST is a domain of little-o objects that includes open systems essentially.77

Before we end this section we need to tie up one loose end, and reply to one final general

objection. Earlier we noted that OntFund-1, our provisional explication of relative ontic fun-

damentality between two given frameworks, is unable to answer the question of whether ST

is more fundamental than GT with respect to the kinds of dynamical descriptions that can be

made sense of in both. At the time we dismissed as circular the attempt to break the deadlock

by appealing to the greater expressive power of GT, given that this is essentially to appeal to

75In Section 3 we called these the “big” and the “small” measurement problems respectively.
76We do not think that OntFund-2 crucially depends on our cashing out the relation of ontic fundamentality

between a framework’s objects in terms of determination rather than, say, dependence.
77For a related discussion, see Cassirer (2003 [1923], ch. 1).
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the very dynamical descriptions (i.e., those given by a not completely positive map on a sys-

tem’s state space; see Section 2.2.2) that the advocate of the closed systems view (from which

ST is formulated) would seem to find objectionable. Since then we have managed to break

the deadlock in favor of GT by considering what the objects of these respective frameworks

actually represent. Now that this has been clarified we may now give a further argument in

favor of the fundamentality of GT.

The reason why the dynamical evolutions described by not completely positive maps on the

state space of an open system do not make physical sense within ST, is that ST is formulated

from the closed systems point of view, which is motivated by the metaphysical position accord-

ing to which the subject matter of science is isolated systems, and whose methodological pre-

suppositions require that we model the dynamics of an open system in terms of an interaction

between two subsystems that together are closed. Our discussion of the various interpretations

of ST has shown us, however, that in principle it is possible for the conception of its ontol-

ogy implied by a theoretical framework to become decoupled from the metaphysical position

that motivates it. We have seen in particular that, despite being formulated from the closed

systems point of view, ST is actually about open systems either exclusively (on an orthodox

interpretation) or at least in addition to closed systems (on an Everettian interpretation).

Unless one demands, pre-theoretically, that every open system be understood as a subsys-

tem of a larger closed system—i.e., unless one takes the closed systems view to have, not just

methodological force but ontological force as well—then there are good reasons to motivate

taking any linear map that evolves one valid density operator to another valid density operator,

even a not completely positive map, to have physical significance whether or not that signifi-

cance is actually expressible, in fundamental terms, in ST. That such maps are not possible to

make physical sense of in ST should not, per se, be a reason to dismiss them as unphysical tout

court. It should, rather, be a reason to formulate a more fundamental framework, which might

in principle involve a change in corresponding view, from which their physical significance can

be understood. In other words there is a clear motivation, that arises from within ST itself, to

seek for more general ways to characterize the dynamics of density operators than are possible

in that framework. These more general ways of characterizing open systems evolution are what

are provided by GT.

The foregoing arguments are in part premised on our entertaining the possibility that the

universe’s dynamical evolution might actually take the form of a non-unitarily evolving density

operator. But why should we believe this? Should we not, rather, take the empirical success of

ST to motivate us to believe that the universe is best described in terms of a unitarily evolving

state vector? We think not. On the contrary, the basis for the empirical success of ST lies,

not in the predictions it makes concerning the closed unitarily evolving system described by

the universal state vector (which, presumably, only some divine or at any rate supreme being

could in principle confirm); the basis for its empirical success lies in the predictions it makes

concerning what, according to ST, we can actually have direct empirical access to. Since

global or ‘non-local’ measurements are impossible in ST,78 the basis for the empirical success

of ST thus lies in the predictions it makes concerning the in general non-unitary dynamics of

subsystems of the universe, which in ST are represented as in general non-unitarily evolving

density operators.

In ST, the unitarily evolving state vector representing the dynamical evolution of the uni-

verse as a whole is the single, not directly accessible, exception; it represents the one and only

78Actually it is only true that perfect non-local measurements are impossible in ST, but only perfect measure-

ments are relevant to our (metaphysical) discussion in this section. For further discussion of this feature of ST, see

Vaidman (2003), who argues that the standard quantum-mechanical account of a measurement is too restrictive.
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unitarily evolving thing. In contrast, in GT, the universe is a system like any other, governed

by an equation of motion of the same form as the form of the equations of motion that govern

its subsystems, the very subsystems whose dynamics are directly confirmed by experiments.

The empirical success of ST thus itself lends support to the view according to which we should

conceive of the universe’s dynamically evolving state in terms of the dynamically evolving

state of an open system. The most general quantum-theoretical framework for describing the

dynamically evolving state of an open system is GT.

4.2 Epistemic Fundamentality

In the previous subsection we argued that GT, formulated from the open systems point of

view, is ontologically more fundamental than ST, formulated from the closed systems point of

view. Moreover we saw that the reasons to embrace GT as an ontologically more fundamental

theoretical framework stem from considering the ontology of none other than ST. We now turn

to epistemic fundamentality and ask whether GT should also be thought of as epistemically

more fundamental than ST. We will conclude that it should.

We begin, as before, by attempting to explicate what we mean when we say that one theoret-

ical framework is epistemically more fundamental than another. Our first candidate explication

draws on the notion of (epistemic) justification.79

(EpFund-1) Let FF and FP be two competing theoretical frameworks. Then FF is

epistemically more fundamental than FP iff FF justifies FP but not vice versa.

This explication presupposes that we understand what it means for FF to justify FP. One way

to flesh this out is to request that each theory T
(i)

P
in FP reduce to some theory T

( j)

F
in FF, e.g. in

the sense of the Generalized Nagel-Schaffner (GNS) model of reduction (see Dizadji-Bahmani,

Frigg, & Hartmann (2010, 2011)). In this case one has to show (leaving some important details

aside for the moment) that the laws of each T
(i)

P
can be derived from the laws of some T

( j)

F
and

certain auxiliary assumptions.

Now we have already seen that GT is a more general framework than ST insofar as there

are dynamical possibilities that one can make physical sense of in GT but not in ST. These re-

late to the dynamical evolution of the universe as a whole, which in GT, but not in ST, may be

described by a not completely positive map. Since a completely positive map on the state space

of a system is just a special case of a not completely positive map for which the compatibility

domain of the map is defined on the system’s entire state space, one can derive the dynami-

cal laws of any theory formulated in ST from the dynamical laws of a corresponding theory

formulated in GT, which seems to imply that GT is more fundamental than ST according to

EpFund-1.

This conclusion would be premature, however. As we noted during our discussion of ontic

fundamentality, appealing to the greater expressive power of GT in order to argue that GT

is more fundamental than ST (in any sense) is circular unless one gives some independent

motivation for taking the possibilities that one cannot make physical sense of in ST seriously.

We provided this in the context of our argument for the ontological fundamentality of GT, but

our intention in this section is to argue for its epistemic fundamentality independently of that

79See, for instance, Bennett (2017), who writes: “The epistemically fundamental or foundational propositions

. . . are those that are not inferentially justified” (p. 105). Stated this way, the condition actually expresses a sense

of absolute epistemic fundamentality, but it is easy to extend it so as to capture the notion of relative epistemic

fundamentality, as we do in EpFund-1.
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argument. Thus let us restrict our discussion to only the possibilities that can be made physical

sense of in both frameworks.

We have already seen that the equations associated with the framework of GT (in particular

the Lindblad equation) can be derived from the equations of ST by embedding the open system

under consideration into a larger closed system. At the same time we have also seen that one

can derive the equations used in the framework of ST (e.g., the Schrödinger equation in the

nonrelativistic case) from the equations of GT by simply disregarding the Lindblad equation’s

non-unitary terms. So, there seems to be a tie by the lights of EpFund-1: GT can be understood

as justifying (the relevant equations of) ST, and the opposite is also true.

This is a little too quick, however. The GNS model of reduction, as stated so far, places no

restrictions on the strength of one’s auxiliary assumptions. In principle they could be used to

do all of the actual reductive work, in which case the claim that FF justifies FP would seem to

be implausible. To address this concern, Dizadji-Bahmani et al. (2010) request two conditions

(in the context of their discussion of intertheoretic reduction) which we adapt here: (i) The

condition of non-redundancy requests that FP must not follow from the auxiliary assumptions

alone. (ii) The condition of immanence requires that the auxiliary assumptions must not be

foreign to the conceptual apparatus of FF. They have to be a “natural part” of FF.

Both conditions hold in our case study, both when it comes to justifying ST in terms of GT

and vice versa. First, to derive the Schrödinger equation governing closed system evolution in

the nonrelativistic version of ST (and likewise for the relativistic Dirac equation), one starts

with the Lindblad equation and simply disregards the non-unitary terms (viz. the Li terms),

which in any case make no contribution to the evolution of a closed system. Clearly, this vio-

lates neither condition (i) nor (ii). Second, we have already seen that the auxiliary assumptions

that one has to make to derive the Lindblad equation (e.g. that the open system of interest is

embedded in a larger closed system) are part of the modeling toolbox of ST. Therefore we

conclude, once again, that neither ST nor GT is epistemically more fundamental than the other,

at least by the lights of EpFund-1.

We remark that we should not be surprised by this given that EpFund-1, like OntFund-1,

essentially concerns a set of logical relations obtaining between abstract concepts. Similarly

to the way that we needed to consider the ontologies of the frameworks under consideration

in order to settle the question of ontic fundamentality, giving a proper account of the relation

of epistemic fundamentality between two given theoretical frameworks will require that we

consider the way that their respective (‘capital-O’) Objects actually come to be known.

Accordingly, our second candidate explication of epistemic fundamentality draws on the

idea that the objects of a given theoretical framework can be given an epistemic ordering (cf.

Carnap, 2003 [1928], sec. 64).80 An epistemic ordering of two given objects (of a given theoreti-

cal framework) relates them in terms of the actual order in which they come to be constructed in

the context of an empirical investigation conducted using the modeling tools of the framework.

Consider:

(EpistemicOrder) Let F be a theoretical framework and C1 and C2 be two objects

in F . Then C1 comes before C2 in the epistemic order of objects of F iff any

instance of C2 is always constructed on the basis of an instance of C1, but never

vice versa, in the context of an empirical investigation being conducted in F .

80Although the notion of epistemic order we consider here is inspired by Carnap’s discussion of the autopsy-

chological basis in the Aufbau, we depart from Carnap’s exposition in many ways; for instance we do not require

that a concept A that occurs later than B in the epistemic order be constructible from A in terms of an explicit

definition. One way that we do not depart from Carnap is that we also refer to abstract theoretical concepts as

objects (Carnap, 2003 [1928], sec. 5).
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Let us apply this definition to the case of state vectors and density operators in ST.81 We first

consider the cases in which we assign a state vector to a system in the context of an empirical

investigation of some phenomenon. There are essentially only two. The first corresponds to the

situation in which we have designed some preparation device to prepare any number of systems

of a particular type, e.g., silver atoms, in exactly the same way (i.e., so that it physically interacts

identically with each system). In this case, assuming that the device is working perfectly, any

system of the right type that interacts with it will be found to be in a particular state |ψ〉S with

certainty.

As we know, however, state preparation devices are never actually perfect. Thus strictly

speaking we are never warranted in assigning the pure state |ψ〉S S〈ψ| corresponding to the state

vector |ψ〉S to the ensemble generated by the device. Strictly speaking the ensemble will be in

the mixed state:

ρS = (1 − ε) |ψ〉S S〈ψ| + εσS, (4.1)

where ρS and σS are density operators and ε is some positive real number that (let us suppose)

is very close to zero.

According to Gleason’s theorem (1957), quantum theory’s assignment of probabilities is

complete in the sense that every probability measure over yes-or-no questions concerning the

observable quantities associated with a system is representable by means of a density opera-

tor acting on the system’s state space,82 but not, in general, by a state vector. If our level of

confidence in the preparation device is high enough to render any small errors in its construc-

tion insignificant for the purposes of a given investigation, however, then we are permitted an

idealization; i.e., we can disregard the information pertaining to the error term ε in Eq. (4.1)

and characterize the ensemble using the pure state ρS = |ψ〉S S〈ψ| corresponding to the state

vector |ψ〉S instead. The epistemic order in this case, when it comes to our characterization

of an ensemble that has been prepared using our preparation device, is that we begin with the

mixed state for S characterized by the density operator given in Eq. (4.1), and then end (throw-

ing some information away in the process) with an assignment of a pure state to S that we can

describe using the state vector |ψ〉S.

The second case is where the goal is to describe the dynamics of an open system S, whose

state is described by a density operator ρS, in interaction with its environment E. As we saw

in Section 2.1, to describe the dynamics of S we first assign the state vector, |Ψ〉S+E, to the

combined system S + E, unitarily evolve that state vector forward in time, and then trace over

the degrees of freedom of E. Note that no information concerning the system is thrown away

in the process; thus assigning the state vector, |Ψ〉S+E, to the combined system S + E cannot

be construed as an idealization (at least not in the same sense as our first case). All the same

there can be no doubt in this case as well that, in terms of their epistemic order it is the density

operator we assign to S, rather than the state vector we assign to S + E, that comes first.

Moreover, as we discussed in Section 4.1, since (perfect) global measurements are not

actually possible in ST,83 the only direct epistemic access that one can have to a system is

through its subsystems. So if we want to learn something new about the combined system

S + E we will have to do this by first interacting with one of S or E, whose states are given by

density operators.

81For the time being we are restricting our attention to ST as the only way to model the state of a system in GT

is in terms of a density operator.
82The proof assumes that measurements are represented as projections and is valid for Hilbert spaces of dimen-

sion ≥ 3.
83See note 78. Note that this is also true in GT.
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Before moving on we should emphasize that (so far) we have not argued that the concept of

a density operator is explanatorily more fundamental than the concept of a state vector (we will

discuss explanatory fundamentality in Section 4.3). At this point we are only considering the

evidentiary basis upon which a given state vector or density operator is assigned to a system.

With regard to this we have just seen that in both cases where one assigns a state vector to a

system, this is the endpoint of an empirical investigation into the system that begins with the

assignment of a density operator.

Having discussed the notion of the epistemic order of objects in the context of a given frame-

work, we can now present our second attempt to explicate what it means for one framework to

be epistemically more fundamental than another.

(EpFund-2) Let FF and FP be two competing theoretical frameworks. Then FF

is epistemically more fundamental than FP iff at least one object in FF always

comes before (and none after) a corresponding object in FP in the epistemic order

of objects.

In plain English, the upshot of EpFund-2 is that FF is epistemically more fundamental than

FP iff at least one object of FP is constructed on the basis of a corresponding object (or a set

of objects) of FF and none vice versa. Note that the above explication of relative epistemic

fundamentality assumes that FF and FP have some objects in common. This is true in our case

study, i.e., they both include the density operator, to which we now return.

Density operators, as we have already argued, come before state vectors in the epistemic

order of objects of ST. They also come first in GT, simply because state vectors do not appear

at all in that framework. Hence, there is at least one object of ST (viz. the state vector) that

is constructed on the basis of a corresponding object (viz. the density operator) that is shared

in common between ST and GT. Furthermore, there does not seem to be an object belonging

to GT that is constructed on the basis of a corresponding object of ST. Hence, we conclude

that GT is epistemically more fundamental, by the lights of EpFund-2, than ST. Since the

alternative, EpFund-1, only captures the logical relations between the objects of two given

frameworks, and does not consider how particular instances of those objects actually come to

be known, EpFund-2 is to be preferred as an explication of the relation of relative epistemic

fundamentality over EpFund-1. We thus conclude that GT is epistemically more fundamental

than ST.

Before we move on to the next section a disclaimer is in order. Although we have argued

that some theoretical frameworks are epistemically more fundamental than others, we do not

take ourselves to be committed to a foundationalist epistemology, for three reasons. First, foun-

dationalist epistemologies generally appeal to relations of justification to argue that a given set

of propositions is more fundamental than some other set. But we saw that, at least for our own

case study, the more useful criterion for fleshing out the relation of epistemic fundamentality

turned out to be that of epistemic order. Second, regardless of the criterion one uses to argue

that some framework FF is epistemically more fundamental than some other framework FP, it

does not follow that all theoretical frameworks can be so ordered. Even in a coherentist epis-

temology it is quite possible for one set of statements to be more fundamental than another

(Calosi & Morganti, 2021). Our own case study is somewhat special insofar as GT and ST are

both theoretical frameworks for dealing with quantum phenomena and moreover share many

core concepts in common. This is not always the case when one compares a given theoretical

framework with another. The third reason has to do with our general argumentative strategy in

this paper. None of our arguments for the ontic, epistemic, or explanatory fundamentality of

GT appeal to the idea that quantum theory (as expressed by either GT or ST) should be thought
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of as a foundation for the rest of science. Instead, it is the success of the open systems view in

the special sciences that motivates us in the first place to more closely investigate the supposed

last refuge of the closed systems view: quantum theory.

4.3 Explanatory Fundamentality

We have argued that GT is epistemically and ontologically more fundamental than ST. There

is, however, a further sense in which one of the two frameworks might be thought to be more

fundamental than the other, viz. explanatory fundamentality. Unfortunately it is hard to get a

grip on what, exactly, is meant by this, mainly because the notion of explanation is so elusive

and has been understood so differently by different people. Thus in this subsection we will

consider three possible ways to make sense of explanatory fundamentality in the light of our

case study. We will argue that, if one wants to entertain the notion of “explanatory fundamen-

tality” at all, then the right conclusion to draw, on the basis of our having determined that GT

is ontologically and epistemically more fundamental than ST, is that it is explanatorily more

fundamental than ST as well.

Some will find this conclusion implausible, or at least surprising, as ST often provides,

or so one could argue, better explanations than GT. That is to say, typically the explanations

provided by ST are simpler and easier to grasp than explanations provided by GT; besides this,

calculations involving closed systems are typically (though not always; see Hartmann, 2016)

more tractable than calculations that construe the systems under consideration as open; finally,

the explanations that obtain from ST arguably provide us with a deeper understanding of a

system, as they ignore noise which, at least from the closed systems point of view, one should

regard as a disturbance that obscures what the actual difference-making factors that pertain

to a system are. These considerations would seem to suggest that the framework of ST is

explanatorily more fundamental than GT rather than vice versa.

At this point it will be helpful to make the notion of explanatory fundamentality more

precise. Accordingly we now present, and critically evaluate in the light of our case study, three

candidate explications of relative explanatory fundamentality as it pertains to two competing

theoretical frameworks.

(ExFund-1) Let FF and FP be two competing theoretical frameworks. Then FF is

explanatorily more fundamental than FP iff FF is more fundamental than FP.

The idea motivating ExFund-1 is simple: If we come to the conclusion that one theoretical

framework is more fundamental than some other framework on some given criterion (which,

presumably, has nothing to do with explanation per se), then it follows that it is also explana-

torily more fundamental than ST according to ExFund-1. Of course, ExFund-1 presupposes

that we have a criterion at hand which will allow us to decide whether one given framework is

more fundamental than another given framework. This criterion might be the conjunction of

ontic and epistemic fundamentality (as explicated in the previous subsections). But in that case

explanatory fundamentality becomes fully dependent on ontic and epistemic fundamentality,

and in particular it becomes impossible for FF to be ontologically and epistemically more fun-

damental than FP at the same time as FP is explanatorily more fundamental than FF. Hence, if

one concludes (as we have) that GT is ontologically and epistemically more fundamental than

ST, then one also has to conclude that ST is explanatorily more fundamental than ST, at least

according to ExFund-1. This may seem unsatisfying, as presumably we would like to get hold

of a notion of explanatory fundamentality that is (at least to some extent) independent of ontic

and epistemic fundamentality. Let us therefore move on to our next candidate explication.
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(ExFund-2) Let FF and FP be two competing theoretical frameworks. Then FF is

explanatorily more fundamental than FP iff FF explains FP but not vice versa.

This explication presupposes that we know what it means for one framework to explain

another framework. For instance, we might flesh out this notion analogously to the way we

fleshed out (in Section 4.2) the notion of justification that appears in the explication of EpFund-

1, arguing that FF explains FP iff each theory in FP reduces to a theory in FF according to the

GNS model of reduction. But while this could perhaps be done, it is doubtful in any case

whether ExFund-2 can really capture what is meant by explanatory fundamentality as it does

not consider the actual explanations that FF and FP provide of phenomena. It only considers

an abstract formal relation that holds between the theories of two given frameworks.

Let us elaborate on this idea. Assume, first of all, that each theoretical framework under

consideration sets out to account for a certain set of phenomena, noting that phenomena can be

(and in general are) mathematized and mediated by theory.84 For instance John Bell’s analyses

(2004 [1964]; 2004 [1966]) of the differences between quantum and local hidden-variable theo-

ries are carried out in relation to probabilistic phenomena that are analyzable using the tools of

elementary probability theory. Although there are differences in the ways that probability state-

ments can be assigned in local hidden-variable theories and in quantum theory, respectively

(Dickson, 2011; Pitowsky, 1989), we can nevertheless talk about probabilities in both cases.

Probabilistic phenomena thus constitute a shared domain.

Let us also assume that there is a considerable amount of agreement with respect to the

set of (possible or actual) phenomena in the domain in question that can be accounted for in

both frameworks. Of course, this does not necessarily mean that the sets of phenomena that

can be accounted for in both frameworks are identical. It is perfectly conceivable that the set

of phenomena that can be given an account of in one framework is a proper superset of the

set of phenomena that can be given an account of in another framework.85 But we can still

ask, regarding the phenomena that they both are able to give us an account of, whether one or

the other theoretical framework gives us a better account, where by “better” we mean (as we

mentioned above) an account that is simpler, more tractable, and easier to understand. These

considerations suggest the following explication.

(ExFund-3) Let FF and FP be two competing theoretical frameworks such that FF

accounts for a set PF of phenomena and FP accounts for a set PP of phenomena

with PP ⊆ PF. Then FF is explanatorily more fundamental than FP iff FF explains

the common phenomena P = PP better than FP.

Note that on this explication, FF is explanatorily more fundamental than FP relative to a

set of phenomena P that both frameworks are able to successfully explain. To decide which

of the corresponding frameworks in question is explanatorily more fundamental according to

ExFund-3, we therefore have to investigate which framework provides the better explanations

(in the sense described above) of that common set of phenomena.

Recall the remarks that we made at the beginning of this subsection. There we noted that

ST’s explanations are typically simpler, more tractable, and easier to understand—i.e., better—

than the explanations provided by GT. Hence, ST seems to be explanatorily more fundamental

84See Bogen & Woodward (1988); Harper (2011); Woodward (2011).
85In our own case study of GT and ST, two theoretical frameworks for describing probabilistic quantum phe-

nomena, we have seen that GT describes possible dynamical evolutions (of the universe as a whole) that cannot be

made physical sense of in ST. No phenomena are known that would absolutely force us to think of our universe in

terms of one of these dynamical possibilities, but it is well known that certain phenomena suggest that we should

take them seriously (we will come back to this in Section 5.3).
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than GT according to ExFund-3. Surely this cannot be right, however. Consider the following

parallel argument: The framework of Newtonian mechanics provides a perfectly acceptable ex-

planation of the orbit of Halley’s comet, and why it is visible from Earth every 75–76 years, that

is reasonably simple, tractable, and easy to understand. And yet, it is uncontroversial that gen-

eral relativity is clearly and on all counts the more fundamental theoretical framework, and it

seems reasonable, on this basis, to also insist that general relativity provides more fundamental

explanations of orbital phenomena than Newtonian mechanics. Since ExFund-3 will not allow

us to conclude that general relativity is explanatorily more fundamental than Newtonian me-

chanics, and since we take that to be the wrong answer, we therefore conclude (by reductio ad

absurdum) that explanatory goodness does not entail explanatory fundamentality, at least not in

science. In science, the more fundamental explanation is not necessarily the better explanation

(as perhaps Weinberg thought in Dreams of a Final Theory).86

It is time to take stock again and see where we stand. In this subsection, we have (i) crit-

icized ExFund-1 as deflationary, (ii) arrived at the conclusion that there is a tie according to

ExFund-2, which we dismissed as not really tracking what we mean by explanatory fundamen-

tality in any case, and (iii) argued—against ExFund-3—that explanatory betterness is not a re-

liable guide to relative explanatory fundamentality. This suggests that if one wants to entertain

the notion of “explanatory fundamentality” at all, then it is best to use the deflationary explica-

tion (that is, ExFund-1) and argue that the explanatorily more fundamental framework is the

framework that is fundamental as determined by some independent criterion. For the present

case study, since we have already concluded that GT is both ontologically and epistemically

more fundamental than ST, we should conclude that GT is explanatorily more fundamental

than ST as well.

However, if one sees no value in accepting the deflationary explication ExFund-1, then one

can discard the notion of “explanatory fundamentality” altogether. For while explanatory good-

ness may be an important scientific virtue, it is unlikely to be a reliable guide to fundamentality

as well. In any case this is not so in science. Therefore, talk of explanatory fundamentality

should be replaced, we think, by talk of explanatory goodness, and the notion of “explanatory

fundamentality” is probably best discarded altogether.

4.4 Fundamentality tout court

We have now argued that GT, a theoretical framework for describing quantum phenomena

formulated from the open systems point of view, is more fundamental than ST, a theoretical

framework for describing quantum phenomena formulated from the closed systems point of

view, regardless of whether one cashes out fundamentality in ontic, epistemic, or explanatory

terms. We take it that this is enough to conclude that the open systems view is more fundamental

than the closed systems view in the context of quantum theory. Quantum theory was, as we

mentioned in Section 1, the last best hope of the closed systems view in the following sense.

Although, as we saw in Section 1, the question of whether we absolutely need to think of the

universe as if it were an open system in general relativity is controversial, one of the most

important reasons to resist making such a move arise from the desire to remain consistent with

quantum theory. Once it is concluded that the open systems view is fundamental in quantum

theory, however, these considerations are moot. We take there to be no reason in principle,

therefore, to bar the researcher from considering the dynamics of the cosmos in terms of the

86It is interesting to note that explanatory considerations play an important role in discussions of fundamentality

in metaphysics. Our discussion sheds a critical light on this: Explanatory goodness is not always a reliable guide

to fundamentality.
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dynamics of an open system.87 Note further that the open systems view is compatible with the

conclusion that the universe is a closed unitarily evolving system if that turns out to be the best

way to describe it. As we have mentioned already, the open systems view does not deny that

closed systems exist. It merely denies that only closed systems exist, and represents all systems

as, in general, open. We take it that this is enough to conclude that the open systems view is

more fundamental than the closed systems view throughout science. And since there are no

other options, we conclude that the open systems view is fundamental tout court.

5 Wider Implications

Having argued, in the previous section, that the open systems view is fundamental; in this

section we discuss a number of further implications of the open systems view for the founda-

tions and philosophy of physics (Section 5.1), the philosophy of science (Section 5.2), and for

metaphysics (Section 5.3).

5.1 Foundations and Philosophy of Physics

Recall from Section 2 that the closed systems view, in the context of ST, is cashed out in terms

of the assumption that the dynamical evolution of the state of a closed system is unitary. As

we pointed out in Section 1, arguably the only closed system that truly exists, and thus the

only system that can truly be described in these terms, is the universe as a whole. It turns

out, however, that it is hard to square this picture of the universe with general relativity. A

unitary description of the time evolution of the state of the universe is recoverable, in some

sense, in certain theories of quantum gravity which take the so-called quantum reference frames

approach (see, e.g. Castro-Ruiz, Giacomini, Belenchia, & Brukner, 2020; Giacomini, Castro-

Ruiz, & Brukner, 2019). In such theories, time is not modeled as an external parameter. Instead,

a reference clock is a quantum system like any other, and relative to a given clock it is possible

to describe the evolution of the universe in unitary terms. Importantly, however, no single

such clock is preferred, and the unitary evolution one describes is different depending on the

quantum reference clock chosen. This is clearly not the simple picture of a closed system

to which one objectively assigns a particular state vector unitarily evolving through time (cf.

Oriti, 2021, sec. 3.1), and thus not the kind of picture which fits comfortably within the closed

systems view.

Further conceptual problems arise for the closed systems view when we consider the

physics of black holes and the so-called problem of the arrow of time. In a series of papers

in the 1970s, Stephen Hawking (1975; 1976b; 1976a) showed that a black hole will radiate

particles over time until it shrinks to a mass comparable to the Planck mass, at which point

current theories of physics provide no sensible answer to the question of what happens next.

Hawking’s original idea (1976a) was that after reaching the Planck mass a black hole then dis-

appears in a final burst. The conceptual problem with this proposal, however, is that it entails

that, post-evaporation, the state of the radiated particles will be mixed, despite the fact that they

are no longer entangled with any corresponding particles in the black hole (which will have

since disappeared). This constitutes a prima facie violation of unitarity, and thus a prima facie

conflict with ST. Alternative accounts of the final stages of black hole evaporation have been

87We will discuss some of these issues in more detail in Section 5.1.
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proposed, but these arguably involve even greater conceptual problems.88 The problem of the

arrow of time (Callender, 2021), relatedly, is essentially the problem of how to reconcile the

fact that, at the phenomenological level, physical processes generally display temporally asym-

metric behavior, with the fact that physics (both in classical mechanics and in its successor, ST)

describes the dynamics of systems as reversible, which in the case of ST follows from the fact

that the evolution of a state vector is unitary.

From the open systems point of view, however, none of these basic conceptual problems

arise. It is not a problem that the complementary pictures of the unitary evolution of the universe

one obtains from the quantum reference frames approach are perspective-dependent, since that

is only a problem if one insists that closed systems are fundamental. As for the information

loss paradox: Although we do not want to pronounce on the correct answer to the question

of what happens to a black hole as its mass approaches the Planck scale size, we think it is

important to point out that Hawking’s original proposal to describe the dynamics of radiated

particles in terms of linear non-unitary maps on density matrices (cf. Hawking, 1976a, sec. V),

despite its apparent conflict with ST, is conceptually unproblematic since this is, as we saw,

consistent with the allowed dynamical evolutions of a quantum system given by GT. The case

of the arrow of time is similar: Although we leave it to others to work out the details,89 the basic

conceptual problem disappears in a framework in which the allowed dynamical evolutions of a

quantum system may be non-unitary.

5.2 Philosophy of Science

In Section 2 we explicated the concept of a view as representing an approach to science that

is associated with (i) a set of methodological presuppositions in accordance with which we

characterize the objects of a given domain, that is (ii) motivated by a particular metaphysical

position concerning the fundamental nature of the objects that one aims to characterize. It is

interesting to note that a view, construed in this way, has elements in common with the concept

of a stance as developed by Bas van Fraassen (2002). As van Fraassen explains, a stance is “not

identifiable with a theory about what there is but only with an attitude or cluster of attitudes”

(ibid., p. 59). Thus a stance, like a view, is associated with a particular methodology (i.e., the

“attitudes” just mentioned). But unlike a view, a stance does not (or at least it is not intended to)

refer to a motivating metaphysical position. This is of course very natural given van Fraassen’s

anti-metaphysical tendencies (ibid., Lecture 1).

Recall from Section 4.1 that the fact that a view is motivated by a particular metaphysical

position concerning the fundamental nature of the objects of a given domain is what allowed us

to argue for the relative fundamentality of GT to ST in the context of quantum theory; for we

saw that despite being formulated from the closed systems point of view, which is motivated by

the metaphysical position that takes closed systems to be fundamental, carefully considering

the way that ST’s (‘capital-O’) Objects represent the (‘little-o’) objects of its domain shows us

that those objects are actually open systems either exclusively (on an orthodox interpretation) or

88For reviews and for further discussion, see Giddings (2013), Huggett & Matsubara (2021), Maudlin (2017),

and Wallace (2020b).
89See, for instance, Chen (2018, 2020a,b). Chen also adds (but does not require) a special initial state of the

universe—a generalization of David Albert’s (2000) “past hypothesis”—which he calls the “initial projection hy-

pothesis.” Owen Maroney (who does not posit a special initial state) has expressed similar ideas both in informal

correspondence and in presentations on the topic over the years. See also Maroney (2008) and Robertson (2020)

for related discussions of how taking the density matrix seriously as a real representation of the state of a system

helps to clarify the physical basis of the Gibbs entropy and its role in providing a statistical-mechanical underpin-

ning for the second law of thermodynamics.
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in addition to closed systems (on an Everettian interpretation). Such an argument would clearly

not be available in the case of a stance. While we take this to be an advantage of the concept

of a view over that of a stance (i.e., while we take the concept of a view to be more useful for

science), in fairness to van Fraassen we note that it was never his intention, in introducing the

concept of a stance, that we should actually be able to rationally argue for one. Developing the

concept of a stance as it applies to his specific take on empiricism, for instance, van Fraassen

writes:

Being or becoming an empiricist will then be similar or analogous to conversion

to a cause, a religion, an ideology, to capitalism or to socialism, to a worldview

such as Dawkins’s selfish gene or the view Russell expressed in “Why I Am Not a

Christian”. (p. 61)

Thus, a stance contains (and is intended to contain) an essential voluntaristic element. As

presented by van Fraassen, it is also vague (or anyway has been criticized as such). Other

authors (see, e.g., Boucher, 2014; Chakravartty, 2011; Lipton, 2004; Rowbottom, 2011; Teller,

2004) have attempted to make the concept more precise, in particular by appealing to pragmatic

and value-based considerations to flesh out how one can choose between competing stances, but

the essentially voluntaristic nature of a stance is nevertheless maintained by these authors.

As for a view, we have seen that it is not only possible to argue for a view in the context

of a choice between two competing theoretical frameworks (e.g., ST and GT) characterizing a

particular domain of inquiry. It is also possible to argue globally for a view, as indeed we did in

this paper; i.e., we argued that since the open systems view is more fundamental than the closed

systems view throughout existing science, that it is more fundamental than the closed systems

view in general, and thus it is the view from which new theoretical frameworks should be

formulated going forward. In other words we have rationally argued that it is time to abandon,

as a criterion for the validity of a given theory or theoretical framework, that it be consistent

with either the methodological or metaphysical presuppositions of the closed systems view.

5.3 Metaphysics

Recall, from Section 2, that associated with a given view is (i) a set of methodological pre-

suppositions in accordance with which we characterize the objects of a given domain, that

is (ii) motivated by a particular metaphysical position concerning the nature of those objects

(and objects in general). Frameworks are formulated from a given point of view insofar as

they formalize that view’s methodological presuppositions and apply them universally to all

phenomena describable in the framework. As we discussed, GT is formulated from the open

systems point of view, and this view is motivated by the metaphysical position that takes open

systems—i.e., systems interacting with their environment—to be fundamental. GT represents

open systems using density operators, and the fundamental equations of motion of GT describe

the ways in which density operators may evolve over time into other density operators.

We have seen above that the subject matter of a theoretical framework—what a philosoph-

ical analysis of its objects leads us to conclude about the ontology they represent—does not

necessarily conform to the metaphysical position that motivates us to formalize the framework

in terms of those objects in the first place (see Section 4.1). In the case of ST we saw that the

metaphysical position that motivates the use of the state vector to represent quantum systems

does not align with the way that it actually represents those systems: Although ST is formulated

from the closed systems point of view, the systems it represents are in general open.
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GT is formulated from the open systems point of view, which is less restrictive than the

closed systems point of view insofar as it is consistent with the metaphysical position that

motivates the former view that closed systems can exist. The obvious candidate for a closed

system in GT, given that (let us presume) everything is in interaction with everything else, is

the cosmos as a whole. One of the possible ways in which the cosmos can evolve in GT is

unitarily, in which case interpreting it to be a closed system would seem to be conceptually

unproblematic. However, GT does not require us to model the dynamical evolution of the

cosmos as unitary—unlike ST, it allows for the dynamical evolution of the cosmos to be non-

unitary. But what can this really mean? Should we interpret the non-unitary evolution of

the cosmos as the dynamical evolution of an open or of a closed system? Neither concept

would seem to be adequate. On the one hand, it would seem to make little sense to describe

a non-unitarily evolving system as described by GT as closed. The generator of the quantum

dynamical semigroup for such a system, as we saw in Section 2, includes terms besides those

associated with the system’s Hamiltonian, and these extra terms are most naturally interpreted

as due to the system’s interaction with an external system. It is even less clear how to interpret

the evolution of the cosmos in the case where this is described in terms of a not completely

positive map on its state space. Essentially such a map is a partial function on that state space,

and it would be hard to defend the position that such a restriction—on the otherwise valid

possible states of a system—should be included in our metaphysical conception of what that

system is. On the other hand, it also seems to make little sense to say that the universe as a

whole is an open system, at least not in the sense that we usually mean by this term. After all,

the universe just means everything that exists, does it not?

It would seem, then, that the ontological distinction between open and closed systems (at

least when it pertains to the cosmos) breaks down in GT. This is a lesson which metaphysicians

should take to heart. Ultimately, density operators, state vectors, and other formal concepts in

physics are bits of mathematics that we use to describe the world. It must not be presumed

that every such concept that arises in a scientific theory will conform, when interpreted on-

tologically, to our pre-theoretic concepts or even to the concepts of our predecessor theories.

Ultimately metaphysics and science must work together: Science provides the opportunity for

metaphysics to re-conceptualize basic ontological distinctions such as that between an open and

a closed system, while metaphysics, on the basis of this renewed understanding of the world,

motivates new science.

What, then, can it mean to represent the cosmos as a non-unitarily evolving density opera-

tor? We will leave it for another occasion to fully explore this question, but we will gesture at

some possible answers here: Given that (a) the dynamics of a non-unitarily evolving universe

as described by GT would appear to us as though they were the dynamics of a system interact-

ing with an external system (i.e., they can be described as though they were the dynamics of

a subsystem of an entangled system), and given that (b) the most general dynamical evolution

describable in GT requires that we conceive of that larger system as including an unphysical

component (see Section 2.2.2),90 one might be tempted to conceive of the cosmos in the way

that Newton did, i.e., as occasionally subject to (and indeed requiring) interventions from a

domain of existence that is not described by physics. While this option is perhaps always open,

it is not entirely satisfactory as it seems to us that the main motivation for understanding the

universe in this way (coming from physics, at any rate) stems from the closed systems point of

view.

90Recall that a not completely positive map on a system’s state space can be understood as a contraction from the

dynamics of a larger closed system only if we generalize our representation of the state space of the environment

so that the combined state of S + E is no longer physically interpretable.
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An alternative, which is arguably more fully in the spirit of the open systems view, is to

think of the form taken by the dynamical evolution of the cosmos as just a brute fact, which

we can describe in GT, but which, like the principle of inertia in Newtonian mechanics, is not

subject to further explanation. But just like the brute fact of the principle of inertia in Newtonian

mechanics, the brute fact of the form of the dynamics of the universe is one that may potentially

lead the way to new physics. Could this new physics lead us back to a kind of closed systems

view in the end? We think this is unlikely, and anyway it would require a re-conceptualization

of what a “closed system” is. In any case, while it would be a mistake to rule this out as a

logical impossibility, we can certainly say that from our current standpoint, the open systems

view, as we have described it in this paper, is fundamental in science. Wherever science leads

us in the future, we will have arrived there by following the path laid out by it, not the path

laid out by the view of science it has superseded. Metaphysicians are best served, therefore, in

their discussions of the nature of the cosmos, in focusing on the description of it provided by

the open systems view.

6 Summary and Conclusion

In Section 2, we clarified (among other things) the important concepts of a theoretical frame-

work and a view, as well as the two theoretical frameworks for characterizing quantum phe-

nomena comprising our case study: ST and GT, after which we considered their respective

interpretations in Section 3. In Section 4 we then argued that GT is ontologically, epistem-

ically, and explanatorily more fundamental than ST, and since the open systems view from

which GT is formulated is more fundamental than the closed systems view from which ST

is formulated in every other area of science,91 it follows that the open systems view is fun-

damental tout court. Finally, in the last section we saw that taking the open systems view to

be fundamental has important implications for the foundations and philosophy of physics, the

philosophy of science, and for metaphysics. We close our discussion by speculating on some

further foundational and philosophical issues that we think may be usefully informed by taking

the open systems view to be fundamental.

1. Laws of nature: We think it is likely that accepting that the open systems view is funda-

mental will have repercussions for the philosophical debate regarding fundamental laws

of nature. In particular taking the open systems view to be fundamental entails that laws,

such as the Dirac equation, associated with theories formulated in ST can no longer be

construed as fundamental and that we should formulate alternatives in the framework

of GT. A natural starting point in the context of quantum field theory, perhaps, is the

Schwinger-Keldysh formalism as it covers interactions that occur in open systems (Haehl,

Loganayagam, & Rangamani, 2017; Jana, Loganayagam, & Rangamani, 2020).

2. Theoretical equivalence: we briefly discussed theoretical equivalence at the level of

frameworks above, where we noted that GT has more expressive power than ST. But

it is also worth investigating the relation of theoretical equivalence in the context of a

comparison between different theories formulated in these frameworks (e.g., between

relativistic theories formulated in ST vs. relativistic theories formulated in GT).

91We do not deny that in some cases it might be useful to construe the systems one is considering in a given

domain as being closed, but as we mentioned earlier we take this to be the exception rather than the rule.
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3. Levels of descriptions: It would be interesting to give a detailed comparison between

closed and open systems frameworks in a way that relates to the philosophical debate

about levels of descriptions, levels of explanations, and ontological levels (List, 2019).

4. Extrinsic vs. intrinsic properties: The philosophical position called ontic structural re-

alism (OSR) seems to rely on a distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic properties

(Ladyman & Ross, 2007, p. 151), but on the open systems view this distinction would

appear to break down (recall that on the open systems view, the dynamical evolution of a

system is not construed as arising from the system of interest’s relation to other systems

but is represented directly in the dynamical laws that govern the system). This raises

the question of whether advocates of OSR really need to rely on the distinction between

extrinsic and intrinsic properties in the first place, and whether OSR is consistent with

the open systems view in light of this (we speculate that it is).

5. Causality: Classical accounts of interventionist causality (Pearl, 2009; Woodward, 2003),

as well as quantum generalizations (Allen, Barrett, Horsman, Lee, & Spekkens, 2017;

Costa & Shrapnel, 2016; Evans, 2018, 2021; Shrapnel, 2019), rely essentially on the

concept of an open system yet assume the closed systems view of physics (in quantum

generalizations, they assume ST). As a consequence, some proponents (see Woodward

2007 and for discussion and criticism see Reutlinger 2013) argue that interventionist

accounts are not applicable to physics, at least not at the global scale (Woodward, 2007,

sec. 6). Given that the universe is in principle describable as an open system in GT, it

would thus be interesting to reconsider interventionist causality in that context.

6. Agency and free will: Briegel & Müller (2015) have argued that the concept of an agent,

from the point of view of quantum physics, strictly speaking corresponds to an open

system that is in continuous interaction with its environment (p. 277), and have drawn on

this fact to argue for a libertarian conception of agency and free will in the context of an

indeterministic world. It would be interesting in this context to consider the more general

framework of GT.

7. Persistence: It seems relevant to the question of the persistence of an object through time

whether that object is fundamentally construed as a closed system or as an in general

open system interacting with its environment. Discussions of persistence that relate the

issue to quantum mechanics, however (see, e.g., Pashby, 2016), are generally conducted

in the context of ST, which models the dynamics of open systems as only effective.

These are only a few examples of questions in physics, the philosophy of science, and

metaphysics that can be illuminated by taking the open systems view. The philosophy of open

systems is only beginning!
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